Even though you may be far away, time and sound have become very close because of the facilities
provided by science. Through aeroplanes, time has come very close so that you are able to reach fardistant places in a very short time. Because of telephones, the voice of others is very close to you.
Similarly, the T.V. enables you to experience any scene or person to be in front of you even though
they may be far away. However, you are master creators, and although science is your creation,
when you use your power of silence, you can hear the sound of any soul, no matter how far away
that soul may be in the world. Which sound is it that you hear? The instruments of science enable
you to hear the sound of their voice, but they cannot enable the sound of their mind to reach you.
Through your power of silence, you should be able to hear the sound of the mind of any soul as
clearly as if that soul was physically with you and speaking to you. You should be able to see that
soul's peacelessness of mind and state of sorrow as clearly as you would see a scene or a person on
T.V. Just as you are able to see and hear everything as soon as you plug it in and switch it on, in the
same way, as soon as you connect yourself to the Father and switch on your elevated feelings and
good wishes, you should be able to experience souls who are very far away to be close to you. This is
what it means to be a world benefactor. What special method should you adopt to create such a
stage?

The method of increasing Silence Power and the success acheive through by:

The basis of all of this is silence. At the present time, you have to accumulate the power of
silence. The sound of the mind comes in the form of thoughts. Finish the sound of the mind, that is,
finish all wasteful thoughts and stabilise your mind in one powerful thought. When you condense
the expansion of thoughts into their essence, your power of silence will automatically increase.

Extroversion is wasteful and introversion is powerful. In the same way, by merging any
wasteful sound of the lips, the essence will emerge and you will be able to accumulate the power of
silence.
03/12/79
Do you understand how great the power of silence is? The power of silence cools down the fire of
anger. The power of silence can finish all upheaval of waste thoughts. No matter what your old
sanskars are like, the power of silence can finish them all. The power of silence can easily finish any
sickness in the mind. The power of silence can enable all souls to experience a meeting with the
Father, the Ocean of Peace. The power of silence can enable the souls who have been wandering
around for many births to experience the destination. It makes you into a great soul (mahatma), a
righteous soul (dharamatma). The power of silence enables you to tour all three worlds in a second.
Do you understand how great this power is? The power of silence enables you to labour less, and
with less expenditure attain greater glory. The power of silence enables you to be economical with
your treasures of thought. This means you can attain greater success in less time. The power of
silence changes cries of distress into cries of victory. The power of silence enables you to be
constantly garlanded with the garland of success. There are the cries of victory, and you are

garlanded!
13/11/81
Nowadays, scientists are also making effort to merge the expansion. Those with the power of science
are copying all of you who have the power of silence. Whatever effort the shakti army of silence is
making, those with the power of science are making the same effort. First the shakti army of silence
creates an invention, then the scientists create that invention in their own form. Just as it is being
refined here, in the same way, science is also being refined. Whatever things they previously used to
find impossible, are now being completed. In the same way, the impossible things are becoming easy
and possible here also. Now, the main effort you have to make is to bring yourself closer to everyone.
It should be just as easy to go beyond sound as it is to come into sound. This is called the stage of
being close to the stage of perfection.
05/04/70
Because thoughts are the invaluable treasures of life, they do not have any difference between their
thoughts and their actions. Just as you do not waste your physical treasures, in the same way, Shiv
Shaktis, whose both virtues are visible in their image, do not waste even one second. They
experience benefit for the self and for others in their every thought. They can bring benefit to
anyone in one second with just one thought. This is why the shaktis are known as the benefactors.
Just as BapDada is the Benefactor, in the same way, the children are also very well known as the
benefactors. Now, you have to see the account of how many thoughts were successful and how
many thoughts were unsuccessful in so many seconds. Nowadays, scientists have progressed so
much that even whilst sitting somewhere, they can bring about destruction through their weapons in
one second. In the same way, is the power of silence of the shaktis not able to work in one second,
no matter where they may be sitting? There should be no need for you to go anywhere, or for
anyone to come to you. You can bring souls in front of you by attracting them with your pure
thoughts. There is no need for you to physically go somewhere and make effort. Now, you will also
see such an impact. Just as you were told by the corporeal form to shoot the arrow in such a way
that the bird comes to you together with the arrow, so, this will now happen through your will power.
02/07/70
This final effort is that of remembrance. This is why it is necessary for you to understand clearly in
your intellect the stage of remembrance and your own experience. What is the stage of a point-form
and what is the avyakt stage? What is the experience of each of them? Because there are two
names, there must definitely be a difference between the experiences of the two. At present, the
stage of being stable in the point-form is not just lacking, but it is almost non-existent. You should
also practise this stage. You should be able to take a few minutes in-between and practise the stage
of the point-form, just as on certain days, everyone maintains silence for three minutes, and even the
traffic is stopped. All activities are stopped. When you carry out any task or when you are talking,
you must also stop the traffic of your thoughts. You must stop the thoughts of the mind or the
activities you are carrying out with your body for one minute every now and then, and practise this.
If you do not practise this, how and when will you be able to create the powerful stage of the pointform? This is why it is necessary to practise this. In-between, if you continue to carry out this
practice in a practical way, then the stage of the point-form that you find difficult today will become

as easy as the avyakt stage that the majority of you find easy today. When you first started to
practise this, you found it difficult to maintain the avyakt stage whilst being in the corporeal form.
Just as it is becoming easy for you to stay in the avyakt stage and carry out any task, in the same way,
the stage of the point-form will also become easy. Maharathis should now practise this stage.
24/07/70
Confront the problems and they will finish. Because you do not know how to confront the problems,
many problems arise from one problem. Finish it as soon as it arises and there will not be any
further expansion. If you finish the problems instantly, there will not be a progeny created. There is
a progeny when there is the slightest trace of something. If you finish even the slightest trace, where
will the progeny come from? So do you understand? You have to control the birth of problems.
Baba is now telling you through a signal, but later, your stage will speak through the practical form; it
cannot remain hidden. Was the face of Narad hidden from the gathering? Baba is now keeping
everything incognito, but after a short time, it will not remain incognito. A person's face will reveal
his character. Just as they are now making these inventions in science whereby incognito things are
automatically revealed, in the same way, the power of silence will automatically be revealed in a
practical form; it will not happen by speaking or doing anything.
22/10/70
You can change your life by remembering just the one word. According to the speed of time, your
feet should not be on the ground. Which feet? The intellect, which you refer to as the pilgrimage of
remembrance. There is a saying that the angels never place their feet on the earth. So now, the
intellect will go beyond the attraction of the earth, that is, of nature, and then nothing can bring it
down. Then you will become those who control nature, not those who are subservient to nature.
Just as scientists are now trying to go beyond the earth, in the same way, with the power of silence,
you can go beyond the attraction of the earth, and take the support of it whenever you wish. It
should not be that nature makes you subservient whenever it wishes. So to what extent has your
stage become like this?

At present, BapDada is carrying out His task in order to go with you. But till when will this continue?
You have to return to your home. This is why you must now try to stabilise yourself in your stage
beyond, as quickly as possible. You have to go with Baba, stay with Baba and rule together. How will
you be with Baba? By being equal. If you are not equal, how will you be with Baba? You now have
to fly with Baba, and stay with Baba. Keep this in your consciousness and you will quickly be able to
make yourself equal.
01/11/70
The main basis of effort is catching power. Nowadays, scientists try to catch sound, but what is it that
all of you catch with the power of silence? Just as they try to catch the sound of a long time in the
past, in the same way, what is it that you catch? Can you catch your divine sanskars of five thousand
years ago? Have you imbibed that much catching power? Those people are able to catch the sound
of others. But you not only catch your original sanskars, but you also create your own practical form.
Always keep it in your consciousness that you were that, and that you are now, once again, becoming

that. The more you are able to catch those sanskars, the more you will be able to become that form.
Make your consciousness powerful, that is, make it elevated and clear. Just as you have a clear
experience of your present form and your present sanskars, in the same way, you should clearly
experience your original form and sanskars. Do you understand? You need catching power to that
extent. Just as you have your activity and your task clearly in your consciousness, in the same way,
your original activity should clearly and easily be in your consciousness. Always have the determined
thought that you were that. Something of five thousand years ago should be experienced as clearly
as though it is a matter of yesterday. This is called catching power. You must make your
consciousness that elevated and clear before you return from here. You have come to a bhatthi,
have you not? You should constantly be able to see your original form and original sanskars in front
of you. By making your consciousness powerful, your attitude and vision will automatically become
powerful.

What will this group of kumars become? You will be the future kumars, that is, you will become
unique. Others will have visions of your two forms from your two eyes. What two forms? You were
told about this: the incorporeal form and the form of one who has adopted the divine virtues: the
angelic and the divine form. Each of you will have the experience, and others will have the
experience from you as though you are a walking and moving lighthouse and might-house. Do you
have such a vision of your own form? If you can catch and experience something of five thousand
years ago, then can you not experience your final form?
09/12/70
Look at all the things that the atomic power of science is showing you. In the same way, you are the
proof of the one who is living in a household whilst in the shakti army of silence. That is the atomic
power, whereas all of you are the proof for the world. So by being the proof, you too can do a lot of
service.
01/03/71

Become a checker for the whole day. In the cycle of self-realisation, there is this cycle of the
day. In the beginning, when you used to have drill, you used go from one circle into another
and then come out of it. So this is an unlimited cycle of five thousand years, and within that,
there are little cycles. So your cycle of the day should always remain clear. There should not
be any confusion in that, only then will you become the rulers of the globe. You know how
to clear your register, do you not? Nowadays, science has also created such inventions that
whatever is written can all be erased so that you are not even aware of what was written. So
with the power of silence, are you not able to clear your register every day? This is why it is
said: Who can be loved by the Father, by God and who can be loved by the deities? Those
who have honesty and cleanliness are loved by God and are also loved by the people. And
they even love their own selves. Everyone likes honesty and cleanliness. To keep your
register clean is also cleanliness. And the Lord is pleased with an honest heart. That is,

when you have courage and remembrance, you receive help.
18/07/71
What else does C.I.D. mean? The checking is C.I.D. If the C.I.D. in the form of checking is
clever, you can never be defeated by an enemy. This is why you must even now try to know
everything in advance. When it is about to rain, the elements give you a warning in
advance, and if you are knowledgeable, you can be protected from that obstacle of the
elements. If you are not knowledgeable, then the many different things of the elements
become the cause of sorrow or sickness. You then become subservient to it. What would be
the reason for this? A lack of recognition and knowledge. As you fill yourself with the power
of remembrance, that is, the power of silence, you will know in advance that something is
going to happen today. Day by day, the special maharathis who maintain attention and
checking are having these experiences. If someone is going to have a fever, you can see the
signs of this is advance. If you are knowledgeable in this, then you will definitely have the
signs of any paper that is about to come. If the power to recognise is powerful, then you can
never be attacked. A fortune-teller, with the knowledge of fortune-telling and astrology, is
able to know about the calamities that are about to come. Compared to the knowledge you
have, their knowledge is nothing. That is said to be insignificant. Since those who have
insignificant knowledge are able to know in advance with the power of their knowledge,
then with this most elevated knowledge, are you master knowledge-full souls not able to
know? The reason for not being able to know is that the eye of the intellect is not clear.
What is the reason for it not being clear? You are not careful. Because of not being careful,
you are not knowledge-full. Because of not being knowledge-full, you are not powerful.
Because of not being powerful, you are not able to attain the victory that you should. So is it
difficult to keep your eye clear?
27/07/71
Firstly, you have to bring about newness in service, and secondly, there should be newness
visible in the souls who have become instruments because the whole of service is based on
special souls. At present, everyone thinks that just as the scientists are creating powerful
inventions, in the same way, this group of Shaktis will show the elevated weapons created
through powerful silence. You must not just meet together, but having come together,
create a powerful weapon. Anything that is extremely powerful remains underground. So
this gathering is also underground. It is a gathering of those who create thoughts whilst
being in a state of introspection.
In the book date is 09/10/71 in English it is 26/10/71
With your benevolent attitude, you will be able to give every soul a gate-pass by giving them
awareness. Desperate souls will come to you elevated souls to ask for the donation of their
hopes of many births to be fulfilled in one second. Have you accumulated so much of all the

powers, that whilst being a master almighty authority, you can enable those souls to attain
success through the method of one second? Since science is day by day becoming
victorious over the power of creation, that is, over the time, and is attaining success in every
task in a very short time so that as soon as you switch something on, the task is
accomplished, then can you, the master creators, with the power of your own silence and all
powers, not enable others to attain success in one second? So now, there is a need for this
elevated service. Become such servers and Godly helpers.
24/10/71
Can you understand the significance without sound? Have you developed such a practice
that without making a sound you are able to make others understand the significance in
your mind? In the service at the end, the sound will be merged and the significance will
have to be understood, so you have to develop this practice. Since science is showing
many such things, does silence not have that power? The more you yourself become one
who understands all significance and are accurately linked in yoga, the more you will be
able, without making a sound, to make others understand the significance. How will you
create so many subjects? Only through the speed of this will so many subjects be created.
Would you also make so much effort on the subjects created at the end? When a stamp is
created, the stamp is applied in one second. In the same way, one second's powerful stage
will be such that, without saying anything and without making any effort, you will apply
the stamp to the souls who belong to the deity clan. This is the praise of those who are
powerful. Become a bestower of blessings and give blessings to the bhagats in one
second. Effort is not required in giving blessings; effort is required in receiving an
inheritance. Those, who are to receive an inheritance, are making effort. It is taking
effort, but when you have become a bestower of blessings, neither will those who are
receiving take any effort nor will those who are giving make any effort. So your last stage
is to be an image that grants blessings, just as the image of Lakshmi is shown giving
physical wealth with her hands. This is not the memorial of Lakshmi, but of your last form
of power. Although the image is shown with physical wealth, it is the image of bestowing
blessings from the Almighty Authority in the form of power. So do you constantly see
yourself in your form of being a bestower of blessings? From this, you can find an
approximation of the time, when everyone will come in front of the images that grant
blessings, the Shaktis. For this, the seed of blessings will be sown on one side. So you
have to accumulate all the powers within yourself. In this way, continue to become an
image that grants blessings and make others this also. You have to go beyond sound.
01/12/71
but what was Baba first asking you? What is the easy method that is being revised in the
revision course? It is to have a heart-to-heart conversation with yourself and with the Father
and to give importance to amrit vela. As is the name, so that time has received a blessing .

whenever they perform any elevated task then, in the memorials until now, they always
consider the time first. Here, too, what is the best time for making effort and having easy
attainment? Amrit vela. At amrit vela, by filling yourself, the soul,with nectoar, your action
will be accordingly throughout the day. Just as the time period is elevated and the nectar is
elevated, in the same way, your actions and thoughts throughout the day will be elevated . If
you move along considering this elevated time period to be ordinary, then your thoughts and
actions will also be ordinary throughout the day. So, you should understand that amrit vela is
the time for laying the foundation for the whole day. If the foundation is weak or ordinary
then the structure above will automatically be likewise. Therefore, just as you always pay
attention to the foundation , in the same way, the time for laying the foundation for the
whole day is amrit vela . if your move along understanding its importance, your actions will
also be according to the importance you give .why is that time called Brahmuhurat? Is it
called Brahma- muhurat or brahm muhurat? Brahma muhurat is right because all of you
begin and establish the new day, just as Brahma des. That is also right, but what is the
meaning of “Brahm-muhurat”? the atmosphere at that time is such that the soul can easily
experience himself to be a resident of the brahma element. At other times, you have to
make effort or labour to detach yourself from the niise and the atmosphere. However, at
that time, there is no need to make this effort. Just as your home of brahm is the land of
peace, in the same way, there is automatic silence at amrit vela. Because of that silence, you
are easily able to imbibe the stages of an embodiment of peace and a resident of the land of
peace If you bring into your awareness at amrit vela the shrimat that you have received, you
will then easily be able to have remembrance at brahm muhurat or amrit vela. For instance,
these who are studying also try to do their revision in the morning so that they are able to
remember it because you are easily able to remember at that time. You have to make your
awareness powerful and become a natural embodiment of remembrance. So, with the help
of amrit vela and by following shrimat you will easily be able to make your awareness
powerful. Just as you value it sometimes and not at other times? Is it that the scale pan of
value is sometimes high and sometimes low? What happens? This is a very easy method,
but your just have to give that much value to this method. As is the shrimat, similarly,
recognize the time and, if your do everything according to the time, you can very easily
attain all attainments. Then you will become free from labouring . If you wish to become
free, then continue to imbibe the means you have been given for it .
24/06/72
In the beginning, many used to have this vision. They used to see nothing but light. They
also used to have a vision of their crown of light many times. Whatever sample you saw in
the beginning, that will be the practical form at the end. You will see the result of the
success in thoughts. Just as you give directions through words, in the same way, you can
carry out your entire business through thoughts. Scientists are able to receive directions
from Earth whilst up above, so too, are you not able to carry out your activities with elevated

thoughts? After all, it is silence that science has copied. So, for the sake of being an
example, they are clearly in front of you already. You did this a kalpa ago. So then, there is
no need to say anything. Just as you clarify something with words, in the same way, your
entire activities should be carried out with thoughts.
22/11/72
. Matter is your creation and you are a master creator. Then just think: My creation has this
power, and if I, a master creator, do not have this power, then are these the qualifications of
an elevated soul? Today, the power of matter is able to do whatever it wants within one
second. This is why the wandering souls of today wish to see an example of the practical
proof of the Supreme power, the Godly power and the power of silence. When someone
defames you, you should transform that defamation into benefit within one second. When
others, who are under the influence of their sanskars and nature, come in front of you as a
test, with the awareness of your elevated sanskars, you should imbibe the sanskars and
nature of being merciful to such souls. When someone comes in front of you with bodyconscious vision, transform his vision into soul-conscious vision within one second.
Someone may come in front you with the intention of making you fall or to bring you under
the influence of his bad company. At that time, on the basis of your elevated company, you
should remove him from the influence of bad company and colour him with the colour of
your elevated company. By learning the yukti to bring about such transformation, you will
never be defeated by any obstacle. On seeing this subtle, elevated service of yours, all of
those who come into your connection will surrender themselves to you. Just as when the
Father transforms your soul, you give thanks to Him, and you surrender yourself to Him, so
too, all the souls who come into your connection will be thankful to you. It is an easy yukti,
is it not?
24/12/72
Since scientists are able to know the overall speed and method of those who go into space
whilst they themselves are on the ground, can you not know the method and speed of your
elevated effort through the power of your yoga? Will you know it at the end, when there is
no need for it? You should have the practice of knowing this from now. You need catching
power. Just as science is able to catch a sound from a distance and also make it reach a far
distance, can you also not catch the pure vibrations, the pure thoughts and the pure
atmosphere? You should experience this catching power in a practical, visible way.
Nowadays, scenes far-away are seen very clearly on television. So too, by having a divine
intellect, by stabilising yourself in one pure thought of remembrance, all of you should be
able to see just as clearly one another's stage and speed and method of effort. Where has
science emerged from? Science has emerged from the power of silence. Science has
emerged just as a means to be able to explain your true stage; your perfect and complete
stage. Because, in order to understand subtle energy, those with a tamoguni intellect need a

physical means. You will be able to see the attainment of total success in those elevated
souls who have all these four specialities to a complete percentage, that is, in such souls
who have it "cent per cent" (100%) in an emerged form.
23/1/73
Just as the souls responsible for destruction are desperate, in the same way, are you souls,
who are responsible for the task of establishment, just as desperate for world benefit? Are
you creating new inventions for self-service and service of the world? Just as those people
are creating inventions and making powerful weapons so that destruction takes place
instantly and easily, in the same way, are you, mahavirs, the inventors of the power of
silence, creating such plans that it only takes one second and becomes just as easy to
transform the world and to give the inheritance of mukti and jeevanmukti? So, with such
refined inventions, you should be able to take souls beyond with a glance in one second; you
should be able to make unhappy souls happy in one second, make weak souls powerful in
one second and give the experience of peace where there is peacelessness. Are you thinking
of such refined spiritual weapons and yuktis, so that in one second, their desperation
finishes? Just as people will die in one second from the bombs, in the same way, have you
become such great donors and bestowers of blessings that you are able to give them
blessings and the great donation in one second? Have you become Kamdhenu who fulfills
the desires of everyone's mind? You, yourself, still do not have any desires, do you? If you
yourself have any desires, then how would you become Kamdhenu? There should not even
be the desire for your own name or honour. Do you understand?
15/07/73
You try to take them into silence every now and again as you give a lecture, but you now
have to increase this practice. Continue to bring them into this experience. If you wish to
create unlimited disinterest in this old world for them, then as you give them points in your
lectures, also create an experience of having an attitude of disinterest. They should feel that
truly, this world is about to finish, and to attach their hearts to it would be wasteful. Then,
they will definitely do it in a practical way.
02/08/73
Scientists nowadays, on the basis of their knowledge of science, are able to give others the
experience of rest by giving them an injection at the time they experience sorrow, are they
not? In the same way, no matter how much uproar or how impure the atmosphere is, with
the power of silence, because of having finished the wastage and having stabilised yourself
in the stage of the best, you will constantly experience rest, that is, you will constantly
experience yourself to be resting on the bed of peace and happiness. There is a picture of
the memorial of this: where there is the upheaval of ocean waves, and whilst being in the
ocean, even whilst resting on a bed of snakes, that is, even whilst the atmosphere and the

circumstances are of sorrow - a snake bites and gives sorrow - there is still the experience of
rest. This means that even when there are such situations and such an atmosphere which
bite or shake you, and though the poison would make you unconscious, you must make such
an atmosphere the bed of peace and happiness, that is, make that place a place of rest, that
is, let the soul constantly maintain its stage of rest. So, do you have the practical experience
in your life of the image of the memorial? To remain cool in an atmosphere of coolness is
not a big thing, or to remain comfortable when you have the facilities for comfort is also
ordinary; but to stay comfortable in a situation of restlessness is known as being multimillion
times fortunate. So, whilst staying amidst the ocean of poison, to make the five vices a bed
for your rest, peace and happiness, that is, to become the conquerors of the vices from now
and for all time and remain engaged in the churning of knowledge and in celebrating a
meeting with the Father
23/09/73
In the exhibition, you show pictures of how Ravan conquered the five elements, and time is
shown as one of those elements. Since science, which is the power of Ravan, has conquered
the elements quite a lot, then it means science is more powerful than you, doesn't it? The
power of science is proving this in practice; will the power of silence show its proof at the
end? To conquer time means to conquer death. The percentage of this is very low at the
moment. Although you stabilise yourself in the incorporeal stage and the avyakt stage, you
are not able to stabilise yourself in that stage for as long as you want. You have the
experience of that stage, you even work hard for it, but you are still not able to conquer
time. What is the reason for this? You think that you will sit in powerful remembrance for
half an hour. You even sit for half an hour and also create plans, but you are not able to
stabilise yourself in that stage for as long as the time you spend in thinking about that stage.
You have the thought to push the button for the third floor, but, because you haven't
conquered time, you are only able to reach the second floor, the first floor or the ground
floor. This is because, throughout the day, you have the practice of wasting a lot of time. By
paying attention to the wasteful, you will become powerful and successful in attaining
victory over time. As long as you waste a lot of time, you will not be powerful and successful
in attaining victory over time. This is why you are not able to experience the meeting or
fulfil the promise that you want to. So now, create your image of fortune of constantly being
victorious over all the elements and over time. Only when you change every second from
wasteful to powerful will you be victorious.
05/12/74
The main foundation of science is light. The splendour of science is on the basis of light; it
has the power of light. In the same way, the foundation of the power of silence is divine
insight. With this, you can have wonderful experiences of the power of silence. Just as
you are able to travel by physical means, so too, you should be able to experience a scene

of any particular place at any time you want. It would not only be you having this
experience, but wherever you reach, the people there would experience meeting you
personally. This is the result of being an embodiment of success. In the world, only some
souls receive these results. They are able to make their form appear in many places at the
same time and give others this experience. Whereas that success is temporary, this
success is based on knowledge. You will have many such experiences. As you progress
further, there will of course be new things happening. In the beginning, whilst sitting at
home, many had visions of the form of Brahma, as though someone was actually speaking
to them and signalling them. In the same way, at the end, many will experience the Shakti
army who are instruments.
11/10/75
In bhakti, many gods and goddesses are very well-known whereas others are not. They are
known as gods and goddesses, but they are not so well-known. The basis of becoming wellknown is to make your thoughts and words take a practical form. Through this, you will
automatically become an avyakt angel and your time will be saved. You will automatically
stop speaking because you have to go to the land of silence. This is why those sanskars of
silence and of being an angel will automatically pull you towards themselves. Service will
also expand so much that you will not have any chance of doing service through words. You
will then definitely do service through your eyes, through your smiling face and the sparkling
jewel on your forehead. This transformation will take place, will it not? You will be able to
increase this practice when you keep your chart. This is the chart of maharathis. Maharathis
should no longer keep the chart of whether they caused sorrow for anyone or whether they
indulged in vice. That is the chart of the cavalry. The chart of maharathis has to be
something great.
16/10/75
Whilst seeing the jewel on the forehead, are you able to recognise the line of fortune on
each one's forehead? You are easily able to recognise this from the vibrations of the soul
that is the jewel in the centre of the forehead. You can easily understand from their
vibrations the effort and the experience of attainment of every soul. Just as something
fragrant very quickly spreads its fragrance into the atmosphere and you are instantly able
to tell whether it is something good or not, so too, the more your discrimination power
increases, the more you will instantly be able to tell to what extent a soul has experienced
spirituality as soon as he comes in front of you. You will also easily be able to understand
to what percentage the soul maintains the spiritual stage. Just as you can tell the
percentage of something with instruments of science, in the same way, with the power of
silence, that is, with the power of the soul, you will be able to understand all of this. This
is known as discrimination power. To discern someone through that one's sanskars, words
and activity is common, but to be able to discern someone through the vibrations of his

thoughts is the real power of discernment. Do you understand?
08/12/75
Just as, nowadays, through science, you are able to experience things to be very close - a
distant sound is heard to be very close by way of the telephone, a scene somewhere far
away is very clearly visible with the T.V. - in the same way, are you able to make the message
reach souls through silence? No matter how far away they may be, they should experience it
as though someone was physically coming to give them a message in the corporeal form.
Whilst sitting at a distance, they will experience a vision of you and see the divine activities
of God as though it is happening personally in front of them. You would be visible through
thoughts, that is, you would be playing the part of attaining success through thoughts, that
is, of being beyond sound. However, the method to attain this success is to stabilise for the
maximum time in your form of peace. This is why it is said: Silence is golden. This is said to
be the golden-aged stage.
07/01/77
Do you now clearly know the real power of silence? Just as you are able to see the practical
results of the powers of speech and actions, in the same way, have you experienced the
practical results of silence; the most elevated power? Just as you are able to transform souls
by talking to them, so too, have you experienced transforming the attitude and vision of
others with your power of silence, that is, through your thoughts? Through words, you can
only transform those who are in front of you. However, through the mind, that is, through
the power of silence, no matter how far away souls may be, you can make them experience
being personally in front of you. Just as through the instruments of science, you are able to
see distant scenes in front of you, in the same way, with the power of silence, no distance
will be felt; you as well as the others, will experience that scene to be in front of you. This is
known as the power of yoga. Just as the instruments of science will only work when there is
an accurate connection with the main station, in the same way, only when you constantly
have a clear connection with BapDada can you experience the power of silence. In science,
it is a question of just the connection, whereas here, a connection means to experience all
relationships clearly; only then will you be able to see the practical results of the power of
the mind.
26/01/77

How many souls would there be who have constant “suhaag” and are constantly and
completely fortunate? How many beads who are constantly double-light, constantly
complete with all attainments and completely pure would there be? As many as can be
counted on your fingers! Only such jewels are especially worshipped. The nine jewels are
especially worshipped. A jewel that is of very good quality would reveal many colours
within itself even though the jewel itself would be of only one colour. A beautiful sparkling

white diamond would be seen as completely flawless, and if you examine it very closely,
even though it is white, all the colours would be seen within it. What is the reason for this?
This is the sign of being complete with all powers. All the powers are visible as different
colours. That is in terms of science whereas here, it is all attainments through silence.
28/04/77

Nowadays, you have to practise being far-sighted. Scientific instruments help them to see
things at a distance. Previously, when storms would come, you had to make preparations to
protect yourself from them, but it is not like that any more. Now, when you know that there
is a storm coming, you try to avert it. Since science is advancing, the power of silence also
has to be very far advanced. In order to see Maya off from a distance, you need to be
constantly stable in the trikaldarshi stage. You have to see every aspect in the three aspects
of time, in terms of, “What the situation is; what its present form is; and how you can finish
it in the form that it came earlier and in the form that it has come now.” When you see the
three aspects, Maya will not defeat you in her war against you. However, because you are
not in the trikaldarshi stage when you look at everything, you only see the present, and this
is why there is sometimes victory and sometimes defeat; there isn’t constant victory. Maya
can never be protected from those who remain stable in their trikaldarshi stage. If Maya
wages war again and again, then you will not be able to experience supersensuous joy even
if you want to. It is remembered that the supersensuous joy of the confluence age is such a
blessing that it cannot be experienced in any other age. This is the experience of the
present time. So, if you have not experienced supersensuous joy, then what have you
accomplished as a Brahmin? The speciality of being a Brahmin is to experience
supersensuous joy, and if you haven’t experienced this, you haven’t done anything.
Therefore, constantly check that you are constantly experiencing supersensuous joy.
14/05/77
BapDada meeting Didi:
Is your viman faster or is Dadi’s? Her viman is a physical one but what is yours? That is a
viman of science and yours is of silence. Silence is the creator of science. Science emerges
through the power of silence. The creator is always more powerful. In which stage is your
companion, who is an instrument, stable at the moment? The stage of being an image that
grants visions and a bestower of blessings. She is an embodiment of a great donor. By
taking power from the Father, with all the treasures, she easily gives others the experience
of light and might, through her own power, thoughts and vibrations; this is her blessing. Just
as one jewel has become an instrument, other jewels will also become this. You should now
especially tie a bracelet (make a pledge) for this type of service. Only then will you see a
different phase in service in a practical way. At every moment, be stable in the position of
being an ancestor, consider yourself to be the trunk and give the water of power to all the
branches. Refresh the branches that have dried up.

02/06/77
What speciality do special souls show? What scene of the final speciality of the special souls
is BapDada seeing now? What would that speciality be? Scientists are refining everything
and their speed is accelerating. Just as it is said, “a motor a minute”, so too, the final
speciality of the special souls is of granting souls mukti and jeevanmukti within a second.
They would not just show the path, but would give them the experience of peace and
supersensuous joy within a second. The experience of jeevanmukti is happiness and the
experience of mukti is peace. Anyone who comes in front of you should immediately
experience this. When you develop such a speed of silence that you conquer science,
everyone who sees this victory of silence over science will have the sound of wonder on
their lips. Silence should be able to achieve what science has not been able to achieve. The
aim of science is to give everyone a life of peace and happiness. So, when you succeed in
doing that which the scientists have been unable to achieve, it will be said that you have
conquered science. When those who want peace receive peace and those who want
happiness receive happiness, everyone will praise you; they will consider you to be their
ancestors, their special deities, and will all praise the Father again and again. On this basis,
the bhagats and the religious founders with these sanskars will emerge in the copper age.
This special task is now about to take place, and so consider the final moments of victory to
have come. Everyone will receive something or another. It will not just be the people of
Bharat who will consider this Baba to be theirs, but everyone will consider Him to belong to
them. This is why He has been called the Great-Great-Grandfather. People of other lands
think that you are giving the introduction of the Father of Bharat, but since it is said that God
is One, then everyone should at least experience the One. When everyone experiences the
One, then you can understand that you have won. The same sound should emerge from
everyone’s lips: Our Baba. Then, in the copper age, everyone will call out: Oh God, the
Father!
14/06/77

You become instruments numberwise in enabling souls to forge a relationship with the
Father through words. In the same way, using your subtle stage, your stage of a master
almighty authority and a master sun of knowledge, are you enabling souls to experience
their own stage and a relationship with the Father? Are you doing this with a powerful
atmosphere, vibrations and connection through your form of power? As time is coming
closer, in an incognito way, the influence of the Pandav Army is being revealed and
spreading. The form of service will definitely change according to the time and according to
the service. Nowadays, scientists concentrate on creating quality rather than quantity; they
are making everything very minute, so that even though something may be physically small,
it has much more power concentrated within it. They have condensed the expansion of
sweetness into the form of saccharine. They reduce expansion into its essence. In the same
way, you, the Pandav Army, who are the elevated souls with the power of silence, are able to

give someone the introduction through an hour’s lecture. So, are you also able to remind
others or give them a vision through a second’s powerful drishti, a powerful stage,
benevolent and soul conscious feelings? You now need to practise this.
28/06/77
How much do you wish to hear? How much have you heard this season? Now, the destiny
of the drama is telling you to go beyond sound. You have now received a lot of teachings.
Now, having heard all of this, the upheaval of the body is also the instrument to tell you that
you have to merge it all, that is, you have had many teachings. Now after having heard
everything, it is the season to become an embodiment of it. For how many years has the
season for hearing knowledge continued? Whether through the sakar form or through the
revised course, the season for hearing knowledge has lasted a long time. Now, serve
through your form. This is the last season in which the drums of revelation can be beaten.
The noise is to stop and there will be silence. The drums will only sound through silence.
For as long as the drums are being beaten through your lips, the drums of revelation will not
be heard. When the drums of revelation are beaten, the drums through your lips will have
become quiet. It is victory of silence over science that has been remembered; not that of
words. What will you recognise as the completion of time? You will automatically not feel
like coming into sound; this will not be according to a set programme, but your natural
stage. What was the sign of perfection that you saw in sakar Baba? Whether it was two
minutes or one minute it could be recognised from this stage. You will automatically have
disinterest in coming into sound. Just as you now have the habit of coming into sound
whenever you want, in the same way, you should develop the habit of going beyond sound
whenever you want and only come into sound according to a programme. When you see
this change, you will understand that the drums of victory are about to beat. Nowadays, if
you were to ask most people everywhere they want peace a lot more than happiness. They
consider the experience of even one moment's peace to be as elevated as attaining God. So,
those who give the experience of peace within a second would themselves naturally be
embodiments of peace. When will destruction take place? Who will become an instrument
for that? Who are the hands of the clock? The hands are the instruments to make the clock
strike. So who are the hands for the bells of destruction to chime?
30/06/77

When the Creator Himself becomes your Server, then the entire creation is bound to serve
you elevated souls. Since the devilish Ravan is keeping nature and the elements under its
control with the power of science, then, can these elements and circumstances not become
the servants of you Godly children, the master creators, the master almighty authorities? Do
you know your power of silence very well? Or do you forget its value when you receive
many other powers? Since atomic power is able to carry out elevated tasks through science,
then what can the power of the soul (atma), the power of God not do? Until now, however,

you have experienced very little of this and that too, only sometimes. Since you can make
God's power your own and also make Him transform His form, then can you not change the
form of the elements and the circumstances and make them virtuous? Can you not
transform the tamoguni (impure) elements through your satoguni (pure) stage? Can you not
attain victory over adverse circumstances with your own original stage? Have you not
become such powerful master creators? When BapDada sees the elevated attainment of all
you children, He says: Each of you children is such an elevated soul that you can all perform
many wonders. So what will all of you do? You have received a very powerful key, and you
should be using it, but you don't. Everyone has received this key; it isn’t that only some have
received this key. New, young and old all have the right to this key. When there is a special
welcome or reception for someone in the old world, that one is given the key to the city. As
soon as you children came, BapDada gave each of you at your reception the key to Himself
and all His treasures. It is such a magic key that you can become an embodiment of
whatever power you want as soon as you invoke that power. With this magic key, you can
become a resident of whatever land you want within a second. You can become a spiritual
astrologer and know about any aspect of time you want. You can claim a right to direct the
power of your thoughts, with the speed that you want, onto the path that you want, and and
claim a right to the power of thought. So, why do you not use this key?
01/12/78

Now, according to the time, many people will come to check you. You Brahmins challenge
others to come and see how all of you stay in the remembrance of one and how you all of
you stay collectively stabilise yourselves in a constant stage. Therefore, the Brahmin
gathering will be checked. Not much happens individually, but all of you together become
world benefactors and world transformers. Many will come to check how this world
benefactor group is serving the world through its attitude, vibrations and remembrance
through this form of power. Today's science will glorify the power of silence. The powers that
spread through the power of yoga, the extent to which they spread, the method used for
this, and speed is all to be revealed. Is such a gathering ready? Now according to the time,
let go of wasteful matters and become an embodiment of power. Become such world servers
and remain aware of the huge task for which you have become instruments.
03/12/78
Have the maharathis invented a new and refined way to make effort? Being refined means
to make something happen practically the moment you think about it. You have to create an
easy way to make effort and yet attain greater success. Nowadays, for whatever purpose
scientists create inventions, they create them in order for those inventions to be more
successful and less pain experienced from it. In the same way, on the basis of your
experience, create such a method of making effort that you will be able to achieve success
within a second. Baba is giving you knowledge, but, just as you use all the scientific

inventions that were created in a laboratory, so too, tell people that you have a method
which they can use and experience through which they won't have to labor so much and yet
will have a better experience. Now, create such a method according to the atmosphere
everywhere and also according to the news you receive from everywhere about weak souls.
A medicine is invented according to the disease, and so, according to the news everywhere,
create such a method and put it into practice. The maharathis should now create such an
invention. A research group should be set up. Now, do you maharathis understand what you
have to do? Then, your business activities will become lighter.

Just at that time when you previously observed silence, you all became free and your time
was saved, so now create an invention that will save time for you. There should be silence in
the mind and no wasteful thoughts should arise. This too is silence of the mind. Just as when
no sound emerges through your lips you are in silence, so too, not having any wasteful
thoughts is also silence of the mind. Then, all waste will be finished, everyone's time will be
saved and service can then begin A new invention will be created through the silence of the
mind. Just as you saw how, in the beginning, a new scene emerged through your silence, so
too, new scenes will emerge through this silence of the mind. So, who will become the first
instrument for this? This group of maharathis. You should put into practice all the yuktis that
you have received from the Father. Not everyone knows all those methods. They may know
how to speak, but they don't know how to use the methods to achieve success. Therefore,
they are not even able to have yoga. So create such a plan that you will be able to succeed
easily.
10/01/79
The first lesson is still weak. When you practise becoming detached from your body within a
second, you become liberated from all the bondages of your body in a second. As soon as
you switch on your true consciousness, everything is burnt! Things can be transformed
within a second through instruments of science. So too, with the power of silence and your
relationship with the Bodiless One, all your bondages end. What would be said if, even now,
you are still in the first stage of bondage to your body? If you are still in the beginner's class?
When some students are not very clever, they remain in the same class for many years. And
so, this is the final period of this Godly study. So, if you are still trying to learn the first lesson
of relationship and bondage to your body, then just think what would be said to such
students? In which line would they come? In the line of those who attain everything or those
who simply observe? So, you are not still sitting in the beginner's class, are you? Is it easy to
stabilise in an external religion or to stabilise in your original religion? Your original religion is
of being bodiless, that is, of remaining soul conscious. The external religion is to see the
form of the body. So, which is easier? Do you experience everything being easy according to
your name of an easy Raja Yogi? Or is there a difference between what you are called and

what you do?
30/01/79
You have to make Baba's introduction very clear for them. First relate a point of knowledge
and draw their attention to the Father. Then, whilst relating more points of knowledge, also
continue to draw their attention to the Father, repeatedly pouring the water of love onto the
stone. Only then will you melt that stone.

As much as possible, there should be an impact of silence. Everything must very spiritual,
simple and clean. Everything must be filled with vibrations of spirituality and purity. Even
the Brahmin souls who are listening should co-operate by creating the right atmosphere.
Just as incense sticks are able to transform the atmosphere, so the merciful attitude of all
you Brahmin souls should work like incense sticks; as soon as people enter, they will feel
your gathering to be spiritual.
05/02/79
Even though you may be far away, time and sound have become very close because of the
facilities provided by science. Through aeroplanes, time has come very close so that you are
able to reach far-distant places in a very short time. Because of telephones, the voice of
others is very close to you. Similarly, the T.V. enables you to experience any scene or person
to be in front of you even though they may be far away. However, you are master creators,
and although science is your creation, when you use your power of silence, you can hear the
sound of any soul, no matter how far away that soul may be in the world. Which sound is it
that you hear? The instruments of science enable you to hear the sound of their voice, but
they cannot enable the sound of their mind to reach you. Through your power of silence,
you should be able to hear the sound of the mind of any soul as clearly as if that soul was
physically with you and speaking to you. You should be able to see that soul's peacelessness
of mind and state of sorrow as clearly as you would see a scene or a person on T.V. Just as
you are able to see and hear everything as soon as you plug it in and switch it on, in the
same way, as soon as you connect yourself to the Father and switch on your elevated
feelings and good wishes, you should be able to experience souls who are very far away to
be close to you. This is what it means to be a world benefactor. What special method should
you adopt to create such a stage?

The method of increasing Silence Power and the success acheive through by:

The basis of all of this is silence. At the present time, you have to accumulate the power of

silence. The sound of the mind comes in the form of thoughts. Finish the sound of the
mind, that is, finish all wasteful thoughts and stabilise your mind in one powerful thought.
When you condense the expansion of thoughts into their essence, your power of silence will
automatically increase.
Extroversion is wasteful and introversion is powerful. In the same way, by merging any
wasteful sound of the lips, the essence will emerge and you will be able to accumulate the
power of silence. You will then see the wonderful evidence of the power of silence. Souls
who live very far away will come and tell you: "You have shown me the right path. You
pointed out my destination to me. You called me and I have come to you." Your divine form
will be very clearly visible on the T.V. of their forehead. They will experience it so clearly that
they will feel as though they really had a personal meeting with you. The power of silence
will reveal such spiritual wonders. In the beginning, souls sitting far away had a vision of
Brahma Baba's form and were signalled to go to a particular place. At the end too, you
world-benefactor souls will similarly play a unique part. However, in order to do this, you
souls have to become completely free from all bondage. You have to become so free that
you are able to perform whatever task is needed, with whichever power, at whatever time
and wherever it may be. Only souls who are so completely free from all bondage can enable
other souls to become liberated in life. Do you now understand how high the destination
you have to reach is? And how elevated the form of your unlimited service is? When you
have this realisation, you will be liberated from all types of labour; you will just have to make
this one effort. Do you have the courage to do this?
03/12/79
Are all of you souls from America able to take a high jump and fly? Are you able to fly away
from this old world within a second and reach your home of sweet silence? You are those
who fly in this way, are you not? To be a flying bird means to be one who remains constantly
stable in a double-light stage. Become flying birds and continue to fly and also enable others
to fly.
Make those who come to you begging for an experience of peace and happiness completely
full of both peace and happiness and thus become a peace-maker. They will all then thank
you from their heart. To open a centre in America has great significance; something special
has to happen. Visions of the creation and destruction will take place at the same time. On
one side there will be those who are to bring about destruction and on the other side there
will be you peace-makers. We shall then see the competition between the power of science
and the power of silence. In order to bring about transformation in Amercia you must
completely surround it. A Mahavir is portrayed in his image carrying the whole mountain.
So, all of you should transform America and glorify the power of silence. Constantly
remember that you are the deities of happiness, the children of the Ocean of Happiness.
Become such peace-makers that you are able to donate peace to whomsoever comes to you.

28/12/79
Since you have the power of science to be able to make grain grow out of season, can you
not use your confluence-aged power of silence to give fruit for all twelve months? Those
people adopt such measures that they are able to make the impossible possible. Therefore,
now transform the land of Punjab with the facilities you have been given. You now have to
give the practical fruit of that.
07/01/80
You have been told that, in the subtle region, Baba doesn't need to make any effort to check
all of this. As soon as Baba has that thought, each one's total summary of everything
emerges. Baba doesn't need to labour over this as human beings have to do in the corporeal
world. A refined form of all scientific instruments that are being invented today already exist
there. The T.V. has only recently been invented, but at the beginning of establishment, all of
you children were shown scenes of the future corporeal world in the subtle region.
Scientists are now working very hard and are even trying to reach the stars. They didn't find
anything on the moon and so are now trying to reach the stars. However, all of you children
with the power of silence have from the beginning been experiencing Paramdham, the land
beyond the stars. Even so, just as each of you children definitely receives the fruit of your
efforts
04/02/80
In order to serve as a bestower of blessings, you first of all need to have pure thoughts for
yourself. You also need to practise controlling all your thoughts within a second.
Throughout the day, move along in waves of pure thoughts and go to the bottom of the
ocean of pure thoughts and become the embodiment of silence when you want. This means
your brake should be fully powerful. You should be able to control the power of your mind.
As well as this power, the other two powers of the soul, your intellect and your sanskaras; all
three powers should be under the control of you, the soul. If you have less of a right over
any of your three powers, you aren't able to do as much service as a bestower of blessings as
you should be.
To the extent that you come onto the stage of service and use your physical facilities, you
should also experience your form of silence to the same extent and thus become an
embodiment of success. You have created very good facilities for service. You are making
this sacrificial fire greater for unlimited service, so you also have to make this great sacrificial
fire of the gathering into a vessel of the shanti kund (vessel of a sacrificial fire) with great
intensity. The sacrificial fire for service means to plough the field of serving souls of the
world through words. When a field is ploughed the earth turns over. Only after you have
ploughed the field can you sow seeds. Then you can water those seeds with coolness and,
with your power of silence, those seeds will bear fruit. Do not think just because you have

created a great sacrificial fire for service that you have now finished the main part of service.
You have only just ploughed the field. Therefore, you now have to sow the seeds. It is this
that takes a lot of effort. After doing this, in order to harvest the fruit of the seeds you have
sown, by serving as a great donor, you must serve as a bestower of blessings. To be a
bestower of blessings means to keep yourself constantly full and complete with blessings.
What is the first blessing you received? As soon as each of you took this divine birth, what
was the first blessing you received? A blessing is something that doesn't require any effort.
What blessing did you receive through which you easily have all attainments? Does each of
you have separate blessings or is it the same blessing for all of you? When you relate your
blessings, each of you speaks of different blessings. However, all of you have one and the
same blessing. It is the blessing that the Father has accepted all of you without any effort on
your part. Without His thinking or considering how weak you souls may be or how much
courage you lack, it is this: "Whatever you are, however you are, you are Mine." Whether
you call this a lottery, your fortune, or a blessing, it gives you all rights to your inheritance
within a second, and it is given to you by the Father Himself!
This is why you have been told that this year the more upheaval there is in service, the more
you should go underground. When a powerful new weapon is invented they remain
underground. To stay in solitude means to go underground. Whenever you find a few
moments this what you should do. You may not even be able to find an hour or half an hour
to do this, but you will develop the practice of speaking one moment and then when you
have five minutes, going into the depths of the ocean. Anyone who comes in front of you at
that time will understand that you are not here, but elsewhere. Then their thoughts will
also have a brake applied to them. Even if they want to speak, they will unable to do so.
They will receive a very clear answer in that silence whilst they might not understand so
clearly in words. You saw how sakar Baba experienced being lost somewhere else even in
the middle of some activity. Whilst listening to someone, speaking to someone or giving
directions, Baba would suddenly go underground. So now there has to be a wave of this
practice. As you move along, others should see you as being totally lost to this world. They
should feel that you angel have gone beyond the bodily world and all consciousness of the
body. This is what would be called a vision. Anyone who comes in front of you will have to
experience of this stage. In the beginning, there was a wave of visions and thus the news
spread from there. Whether they considered it to be magic or something else, it was this
that spread the news. When you have this stage and are able to grant visions in the form of
an experience, revelation will take place and your name will be glorified. They will have
visions and experience the practical fruit. Revelation will take place in the season of
receiving the practical fruit. This is known as the form of bestower of blessings. Anyone
who comes here should return with an experience. Whilst talking, you yourself become lost
and others also have the same experience. This too will happen. At present everything is
accomplished through words. However, the stage of experiencing and giving others an
experience will enable you to find a solution to a problem within a second. You will take less

time and achieve greater success. Nowadays, when you tell anyone anything, what do they
say? Yes, we know all about this! They too have become knowledgefull. Within a second
they reply that they know that. This is what you hear them say. Everyone also understands
what correction they would receive for a particular mistake they may make. Therefore, you
now need to find a new method. This is that method. There is no lack of points of
knowledge but there is a lack of experience Give them an experience of one second's
powerful silence and they will become quiet.
20/01/81
You make effort now and receive the reward now! It is not that you make effort at the
confluence age and only receive the reward in the golden age. You have to become one who
receives the reward of the confluence age. Sow the seed now and eat the fruit of that now.
Since scientists are able to increase the speed of their achievements, so you with your
power of silence, should also increase your speed even more, should you not? Or, is it that
you are going to do everything in one birth and receive the reward of that in your next birth?
Those people try to go faster than the speed of sound. They want to do everything in less
than a second. They are ready to destroy the whole world in such a short time! So, would
you souls, who are instruments for the establishment, not experience doing something in a
second and receive the reward of that in a second? Do you understand what you have to
do? Eat the instant fruit! Do you not like instant fruit? Is it that you only like to eat fruit for
which you have laboured? It is because you have been eating the dried fruit of your labour
that you became so weak, blind, with no intellect (wisdom) and unable to perform elevated
actions. Now, at least eat fresh, instant fruit. Change labour into love.
03/11/81
Do you know the way to go beyond sound? To become bodiless means to go beyond sound.
When you have a body, there is sound. Go beyond the body and there is silence. Have you
experienced the greatness of the power of silence? You are establishing the world with the
power of silence. With the power of science, destruction takes place, whereas with the
power of silence, establishment takes place. Therefore, do you feel that you are establishing
the new world with the power of silence? Since we are the instruments for the task of
establishment, we can only carry out establishment when we remain in silence. If we
ourselves fluctuate, we cannot be successful in the task of establishment. The loveliest
thing in the world is peace, which means silence. It is for this peace that large conferences
are held. Everyone has the aim of attaining peace. This peace is the loveliest and most
powerful thing. You consider peace to be your original religion. Just as you find it easy to
come into sound, do you also practise going beyond sound in a second? Have you
experienced the power of silence? No matter how peaceless a soul may be, when you
stabilise in your form of peace and give him rays of peace, that peaceless soul will become
peaceful. To become an embodiment of peace means to give everyone rays of peace. This is

your task. Therefore, especially increase your power of peace. Become a bestower of peace
for yourself and for others. Devotees remember the deities of peace, do they not? To be a
deity means to be one who bestows. Just as the Father is praised as the Bestower of Peace,
in the same way, you are the deities of peace. Peace is the greatest donation of all. Where
there is peace, there will be everything. Therefore, all of you are deities of peace. Even
amidst an atmosphere of peacelessness, you are embodiments of peace who make everyone
peaceful. Whatever task BapDada has, that is also your task. BapDada gives peace to
peaceless souls. Therefore, children, follow the Father! This is task of you Brahmins.
06/11/81
BapDada is blessing all you children with the blessing: May you be an easy yogi Simply
remember the one bindu. The easiest punctuation mark to write is a bindu (dot). Therefore,
BapDada is telling you the account of just the bindu. Become a bindu yourself. Remember
the Bindu, and knowing every scene of the drama, put a bindu, a full stop. The punctuation
mark of just a dot includes oneself, the Father and creation. So what do you have to know?
Just a bindu. What do you have to do? Remember the Dot. By knowing the importance
(greatness) of the bindu, you are constantly able to be an easy yogi. No matter how large
something grows, everything is merged in the bindu. The Seed is the Bindu, and the whole
tree is merged in that. You souls are bindus and you have the sanskars of 84 births merged
within you. You are now at the confluence age and bringing the drama of 5000 years to an
end. The cycle of the drama is now coming to an end. Whatever has passed put a bindu, a
full stop, to that. You have to become a bindu and return home. You have to become a bindu
and return home with the Bindu. His home is also the home of all bindus. There, all
thoughts, actions and sanskars are merged, that is, they have a bindu applied to them. The
punctuation mark at the completion of something is just the bindu. He has all the virtues. He
is the Ocean of the treasures of knowledge. However, this Ocean is just a Bindu. When you
come into connection or relationship with others, what sparkles on everyone's forehead? A
bindu. Who does all the work? It is a bindu, is it not? Even if you leave the earth and go to
the moon, it is the dot that goes there. If you go to tour the three worlds with the power of
silence, who is it that goes there? A bindu. Whether it is the power of science or the power
of silence, it is a bindu that has the power to create and the power to go to nirvana. A whole
tree emerges from the seed, but after it has grown, what does it merge into? The seed, that
is, a bindu. So, originally and eternally, it is just a bindu. You receive the knowledge of the
three aspects of time and the three worlds, but who is it that receives it? It is a bindu. You
have played various roles from the beginning to the end, but who is the actor? Who played
your part? You, the bindu. Therefor the whole greatness is of the bindu. When you
understand the bindu, you understand everything. You attain everything. When you stabilize
in the form of a bindu, then whatever thoughts you create. And feelings you have, whatever
words you speak and actions you perform, they all become as great as the bindu, that is,
they all automatically become elevated.

11/11/81
Today, Baba is giving you the experience of nirvana, the stage beyond sound which means
the stage of being an embodiment of silence. Your original religion, your pure actions, your
original form and your original land are those of peace. Your special power of the confluence
age is the power of silence. All of you confluence-aged souls have the aim of going to the
sweet silence home. Your world needs the power of this eternal qualification: of being an
embodiment of peace and giving everyone peace. All problems can be solved with this
power of silence. Why? When souls, the embodiments of peace, are in silence, they are in
solitude and their power is constantly concentrated; then they can attain two special
powers. One is the power to discriminate and the other is the power to judge. These two
special powers easily enable you to resolve all problems in your interactions with others and
in doing God's work. They easily enable you to become a destroyer of obstacles on God's
path. You have to discern what Maya is and then, after that, judge what to do. Because of
Maya's various forms, you are unable to recognise her from a distance and chase her away.
Maya comes in a divine and royal form to the children who are following God's path. In
order to recognise this form of Maya, you need to develop your power of concentration.
Only when you develop the power of silence can you attain the power of concentration.

At present, you Brahmin souls lack deep transformation because you consider the rolledgold form of Maya to be real gold. Because of not being able to recognise her, you say:
"What I did and said was all right!" "What have I done wrong?" "I have to continue to do it
in this way." Even when you are wrong, you wouldn't consider yourselves to be wrong.
What is the reason for this? You lack the power to discriminate. You consider the royal form
of Maya to be real. Because of not having the power to discriminate, you are unable to
make an accurate judgment. You are unable to judge whether you yourself have to change
or whether the other person has to change. This is why the speed of transformation has to
be fast. Time is now moving very fast. However, there is the difference of day and night
between the attainment you receive by transforming yourself according to the time and
transforming yourself according to your elevated thoughts. It is the same with cars that
people drive. One is a car that has a self-starter and the other needs a push to start it. So
there is a difference between the two. Therefore, to transform yourself by being pushed by
time means that your car of effort can only continue with a push. It means that you are not
being driven, but that you are driving the car. To transform yourself on the basis of time
means to attain only a small share of attainment. One is the owner and the other is a
shareholder. The owner has all rights and the other just receives a drop. What is the reason
for this? There is no experience of the power of silence. When you have the power of
silence, you can develop the power of discrimination and the power of judgment and,
through these powers, there will be deep transformation. Do you understand how great the
power of silence is? The power of silence cools down the fire of anger. The power of silence

can finish all upheaval of waste thoughts. No matter what your old sanskars are like, the
power of silence can finish them all. The power of silence can easily finish any sickness in
the mind. The power of silence can enable all souls to experience a meeting with the Father,
the Ocean of Peace. The power of silence can enable the souls who have been wandering
around for many births to experience the destination. It makes you into a great soul
(mahatma), a righteous soul (dharamatma). The power of silence enables you to tour all
three worlds in a second. Do you understand how great this power is? The power of silence
enables you to labour less, and with less expenditure attain greater glory. The power of
silence enables you to be economical with your treasures of thought. This means you can
attain greater success in less time. The power of silence changes cries of distress into cries
of victory. The power of silence enables you to be constantly garlanded with the garland of
success. There are the cries of victory, and you are garlanded! Therefore, what else
remains? Everything has been accomplished! So, did you hear how great you are? You
don't use this great power enough.

You know how to shoot an arrow with words. Now, shoot the arrows of silence through
which you can bring about greenery even in the desert. No matter how hard mountain-rocks
may be, water can be made to emerge from it. Now, use the power of silence in a practical
way. Why does this land of Madhuban attract you all? Because you experience silence here,
do you not? Therefore, make all your service centres, and all the homes and families
everywhere into the same Shanti kund (a place with a peaceful atmosphere). Then the rays
of peace will attract all souls everywhere in the world towards the experience of peace.
That peace becomes like a magnet. The time will come when all your centres become
magnets of peace. You will not have to go anywhere, but people themselves will come to
you. However, this will only happen when you have the great power of silence. Only when
you have this power in your thoughts, words and actions can you become a master bestower
of peace. Therefore, now do you understand what you now have to do?
13/11/81
Are you laying the foundation for the divine land of kings (Rajasthan) over the whole world
with the power of silence? Those people are fighting amongst themselves and you are
creating the divine land of kings (Rajasthan). They don't know what you are to become.
They continue to make their own effort, but you know destiny. Therefore, all of you children
are creating your divine land of kings with the power of silence, are you not? Their power is
of words, muscle power, and the power of scriptures, whereas your power is the power of
silence. You have the unshakeable faith that the divine royal kingdom will be established
with this power. They also understand that, at present, some Godly power is needed to
carry out that task. However, because it is incognito, they are unable to recognise it. You
not only recognise it, you are also practically doing it.

26/11/81
Everyone abroad bows down to experience. Scientists will definitely bow down to the
power of silence. Even eminent scientists have now begun to feel disheartened. Where will
they go? Their vision will go to where the rays of you souls, who have the power of silence,
are visible. They have created the atom through your atma. They have copied you. If there
weren't the spiritual energy of the soul, who would have created the atomic bombs?
29/12/81
All of you are free, are you not? If you were to receive an order to go to your sweet home,
how long would it take you to go there? You are able to go there in a second, are you not? If
you were to receive an order to bring light where there is darkness through your stage of
master almighty authority and your rays of all powers, and to dispel all darkness by being
the sun of knowledge, are you able to do this unlimited service in a second? Have you
become such master suns of knowledge? The inventions of science are able to bring light in
a second wherever there is darkness. So, hey children, you suns of knowledge, how long
would it take you to bring about light? The power of silence is very much more elevated
than science. Do you experience that the second you put on the switch of your awareness,
you bring the souls who are wandering in the darkness, into the light? What do you think?
31/12/81
This attention works such magic that all the many types of tension of many souls finishes
and their attention is drawn to the Father. Nowadays there are many facilities of science so
that just when something is switched on, all the rubbish everywhere is pulled towards that
machine. They don't need to go everywhere, but everything is automatically pulled by its
electrical power. Similarly, with this power of silence and the powerful form of your
attention, all the tension of all souls will be finished. This means that those souls whose
tension, which has been continuing to trouble them even after making a lot of effort to
remove it, will experience it to have automatically finished. Who finished it? When they
experience this their attention will automatically be drawn to the combined form of you Shiv
Shaktis.
12/01/82
A soul who is equal, that is, an ever-ready soul, although being in the corporeal world in a
physical body, will constantly use his power of the yoga of the intellect to experience himself
to be with the Father, whether in the subtle region or the incorporeal world. In a second, he
will become a resident of the subtle region, in a second he will become a resident of the
incorporeal world and in a second he will become a karma yogi, residing in the corporeal
world playing his part and performing actions. He will experience himself to be with the
Father innumerable times in the subtle region and in the incorporeal world.

As soon as he has time, he will go to the subtle region or the incorporeal world. Just as
whenever you have time, you go home, so he will experience himself being a resident of the
subtle region and the incorporeal world. When you finish your work, you return home. Or, do
you still remain sitting at work? Similarly, a soul who is ever-ready will repeatedly experience
himself to be a resident of that home. It is as though the home is just in front of him. One
minute he is here, and the next minute he is there. He will come out of the room of the
corporeal world and go into the room of the incorporeal world.

Other experiences: Because of being free from bondage, such souls who are equal,
experience themselves to be flying birds and flying very high. They will feel that they
themselves are stable in an elevated stage above and everyone else down below. "I am
above all." Scientists use the power of science to be able to go into space away from the
gravity of the earth that remains down below. They experience themselves to be very high
and constantly very light. So, too, with the power of silence, you will experience yourself to
be beyond the attraction of the vices and the attraction of matter, in the flying stage and
above everything. This means you will constantly experience yourself to be double-light. To
experience flying is to be beyond all attractions and remain above them. It is to be free of all
bondage. To experience this stage means to experience the highest flying stage and to be in
the flying stage.
27/03/82
The time has now come for that desire of all of you souls to be fulfilled. However, now just
understand in what way that will happen. When the method is accurate there will also be
success. There will be success, but they don't know what method to use. You have already
seen the result of conferences, but that thought doesn't leave your mind. If the seed of
fighting and battling were to finish, then, although weapons etc. are available, they would
never have to use them, because it is not weapons that cause damage, it is anger that
causes damage. The seed is anger. Therefore, if the seed is finished in this way, then success
is already accomplished. The seed of fighting and battling has to finish. The time for the
desires of all souls to be fulfilled has now come. Time is inspiring everyone's intellect. The
incognito task that is taking place is pulling everyone towards itself, but they don't know
why they have those thoughts. Why do they have thoughts of making those things and then
not using them? The task of establishment is inspiring them, but they don't understand that.
You yourselves can understand that in the task of transformation, establishment cannot take
place without destruction taking place. Their desire is this too. Regard their feelings and give
them this good news. However, the method you have to tell them is that peace can only be
established by the Ocean of Peace. We are aI1 one. On what basis will the feeling of
brotherhood be created, so that they neither have such thoughts nor do they have to

labour? Even the thoughts of whether they should use the weapons or nor should come to
an end and there should be brotherhood. When it becomes a brotherhood, the Father is
there in any case. Tell them everything in the form of good news. They will have to learn the
lesson of peace. (Peacelessness will finish with the method of peace.) However, how can
that peace come? A mantra has to be given for that. You teach the lesson of peace, do you
not? I am peace, the home is peace, the Father is the Ocean of Peace and your religion is
peace. Therefore teach them such a lesson. The lesson of peace and only peace. They
should experience this for even a few moments, should they not? When they have the
experience of dead silence for even a few moments, they will thank you over and over again.
Because they are very distressed they will begin to consider you to be God. The more
intellectual they are, the more distress they have. When such distressed souls receive even a
handful, then that will become a blessing for their life. Whoever has a chance should take
them into silence whilst speaking. Take them into that experience for even a second and
they will give you many, many thanks. Create such an atmosphere that everyone
experiences rays of peace to have come. When they experience that for even just a second
or half a second, it will be through the atmosphere that they will experience it. They will not
be able to stay in that for a long time. The atmosphere should become so light, for even one
or half a second, that they give many thanks from within, because they are in great
upheaval. BapDada feels a lot of compassion on seeing them. They can't sleep at night or
during the day; they can't eat their meals as they should. It is as though they have a burden
on them. "What will happen? How will it happen?" If such souls receive even a glimpse,
what would they consider that to be? For them it would be as though the sun has come
down for them. They just want one glimpse. They won't even be able to imbibe that power
for a long time. That is just a matter of a few moments, just like waves come and go. If they
experience even this much, that would be a lot for them because they are very distressed.
For them the support of even something as little as a straw is a lot.
13/06/82
Today, at amritvela, BapDada went on a tour to see all His children everywhere. Whilst on
the tour, BapDada looked at the preparations made by the Shakti and Pandav Armies to see
to what extent the armies have become ever-ready and powerful with all the weapons. Are
you waiting for time or are you making preparations to keep yourselves constantly
complete? Therefore, today, BapDada, the Army General, went to see the armies. The main
thing is: Is the power of silence victorious over the power of scilence? Baba was seeing to
what extent you have attained the power of silence both collectively and individually. With
the practical fruit of the power of science, to what extent are you able to or have already
transformed yourself, the atmosphere, your attitude and sanskars? Today, Baba checked the
power of silence in the laboratory of all you soldiers in the armies, to see how much you are
able to experiment.

It is necessary to maintain self awareness and also to speak knowledge, but, according to
the present time, all souls want to see visible fruit. They want to see visible fruit, which
means the practical proof. Therefore, you experiment on your body using the power of
silence. In the same way, souls of the world want to see to what percentage you are able to
experiment with the mind, with actions, with relations and contacts. All Brahmin souls want
to experience themselves to be the most special of all special souls in the form of visible
proof The result according to the importance of the power of silence, is that there is less
systematic experimentation with this power. There is a great desire, there is also that
knowledge, but you must now continue to move forward by experimenting. Whilst
experiencing the refined attainment of the power of silence, and using it for yourself and
others, you now have to pay more attention to this. Souls of the world and souls who come
into contact and relationship with you have to realise that they are receiving rays of peace
from this special soul or special souls. All of you should give the experience of being a
mobile sacred place of peace (shantikund). Your creation, a tiny firefly, is able to give the
experience of light from a distance, so that anyone, who sees it, even from a distance, would
say that it is a firefly coming and going. In the same way, their intellect should experience
that an incarnation of peace has come to give them peace. All the peaceless souls
everywhere should be drawn to the sacred place of peace on the basis of the rays of peace.
Just as a thirsty person is automatically drawn to water, in the same way, souls should be
drawn to you souls who are incarnations of peace. Now experiment with this power of
silence even more. The power of silence can enable your thoughts to reach other souls even
faster than a wireless. The power of science is able to bring about transformation, growth,
destruction, creation, upheaval and also give comfort. However, the special tool for the
power of silence is pure thought. With the tool of thought, you are able to see the successful
form of whatever you want. First of all, experiment with this on yourself. Experiment with
any illness of the body. Then, with the power of silence, any form of karmic bondage will be
experienced in the form of a sweet relationship. Bondage is always bitter, whereas a
relationship is sweet. With the power of silence, this suffering of karma, the bitter bondage
of karma, will be experienced as a line drawn on water. There won't be any feeling of being
one who is suffering, of being one who is going through that suffering, but you will continue
to see that scene of karmic accounts as a detached observer. It is because of the double
illness - that of the body together with the weakness of the mind - that it becomes visible as
a very severe form of suffering. However, experience double power by becoming totally
detached and loving to the Father. Then, this double power will enable you to be victorious
over the power of any karmic account. No matter how severe the illness is, there won't be
any experience of pain or suffering. You refer to this in other words as experiencing a crucifix
to be a thorn. Experiment in this way at such a time and see for yourself Some children do
this. Continue to experience this with your body, mind and sanskars and continue to move
forward. Research in this way. Don't look at one another and ask: "What is this one doing?"
"What did this one do?" Don't look at whether the older ones are doing it or not, that the
older ones are not doing it but the younger ones are doing it. Don't look at any of that. Go

ahead in the experience of "I first" because this is a matter of your own internal effort. When
you engage yourself in experimenting in this way by yourself and continue to move forward,
then the combined power of silence of each one will create an impact on the world. You
have now taken the first step and given an invitation for the world Peace Conference.
However, only when the treasure of the power of silence is revealed collectively will you
receive invitations: Oh incarnation of peace and incarnation of power, come to this place of
peacelessness and give peace! Nowadays, in service, whenever there is an occasion of
peacelessnes (on someone's death), people invite you to come and give peace. It is gradually
becoming more and more well known that the Brahma Kumaris can give peace. In this way,
you will receive invitations for every situation of peacelessness. Just as during illness you
don't remember anyone but your doctor, so too, no one, except you incarnations of peace,
will be visible in any type of situation of peacelessness. Therefore, now, the Shakti Army and
the Pandav Army should especially experiment with the power of silence. Experiment with it
and demonstrate it to others. Reveal the centre (focal point) of the power of silence. Do you
understand what you have to do?
21/02/83
Give the special power of silence to them in this way. They are thinking that they should
find some support and some new path. Their desire is now being awakened. It is now the
duty of all of you to show them the path. Unity and determination are the two methods
with which to show them the path. The good wishes of the gathering will become
instrumental in giving those souls the fruit of their loving feelings. The pure thought of all of
you will create the thought in those souls to carry out an auspicious task. Adopt this method
from now. Even so, a big task is successful when everyone's pure thought is sacrificed. Do
you understand? BapDada says to everyone that no one should be left deprived of anything.
All of you have become prosperous, have you not?
03/12/83
Do you experience the power of peace as well? Because, the power of peace makes this
entire world peaceful. You also love peace. The power of science can also be used in an
accurate away for a righteous task, through the power of peace. You can become an
instrument soul for world benefit through the power of peace. Through the power of peace
you can use the power of silence in an accurate task, because, although the power of science
is also essential, it can only be used accurately by having a satopradhan intellect (a
completely pure intellect). What is missing today? There is lack of knowledge. Today
knowledge is missing and so they don't know its accurate use. Through the knowledge of
correct use, science becomes the instruments to establish the new world. But, because of
not having this knowledge, they are procedding towards the cause the destruction. Now,
become an instrument using the power of science through the power of silence: using it for
a good task. Will you win a Nobel Prize in this also? Won't you? Because this task is very

essential, this is needed today. When something is needed, and someone becomes an
instrument for that task, everyone sees that soul with special vision, with elevated vision
(respectful vision). Now, do you understand what you should do? Now, research into the
connection of science and silence, and how to bring success by bringing both into
connection. You have interest in doing research. Now, do this research. You should do such a
big task.
05/03/84
Bapdada is listening to the heart to heart conversations of the children in three forms. Firstly,
the children are speaking in the language of the eyes. Secondly, there is the language of
feelings. Thirdly, they are speaking in the language of thoughts. The language of lips is
ordinary, but the language of the spiritual yogi life takes three forms. The spiritual children
and the spiritual Father understand and experience this. The more that you stabilise yourself
in the form of sweet silence by turning inwards, the more you will be able to give all other
souls that experience through these three languages. How powerful these divine languages
are! Most people are now tired of hearing and speaking the language of the lips. It takes
time to clarify something when using the language of the lips. The language of the eyes is
the language of simply giving a signal. The language of the feelings of the mind is clearly
visible because the state of the face clearly reveals the feelings of the mind. When someone
comes in front of you it is visible from their face whether the feelings of their mind are of
love, animosity, or selfishness. Whatever feelings they have these are spoken through their
features. The language of thoughts is also a most elevated language because the power of
thought is the most elevated of all powers. It is the foundation of all powers. The language
of thought is the language that travels the fastest of all. No matter how far away someone
may be, even if there are no instruments available yet by using the language of thought you
can send messages. Ultimately, it is the language of thought which will be useful. When all
the instruments of science have failed then it will be this instrument of silence which you
will use. The only thing is that the line has to be kept clear. Practise keeping yourself
constantly busy in thinking of the One Father, the knowledge that you have heard from that
One and the service you do with that knowledge. The line will be kept clear with these
elevated thoughts. Wasteful thoughts are disturbing. The more that you finish waste and the
more that there is only powerful thoughts, the clearer the experience will be of the elevated
language of thoughts. You are able to have an experience with the language of the lips but
the language of thoughts can give a greater experience, and instantaneously. The essence of
three minutes of a lecture can be shared within a second by using the language of thoughts.
There is the praise of jeevanmukti in a second: by using this language you can give this
experience.
04/12/85
The soul of Brahma in the corporeal form became the instrument responsible to teach you

how to perform karma, and he is a soul who has completed the full cycle of eighty-four
births. The corporeal life of corporeal Brahma Baba became the instrument to show you how
to be liberated while performing karma; how to be free from the bondage of karma while
fulfilling the responsibility of the relationships of karma; how to stay in the body and yet
maintain the bodiless state of consciousness; how to be free from the bondages of the body
and keep the mind lost in the intoxication of love of One; how to use every fraction of a
penny of wealth in a worthwhile cause. A soul, caught in the bondages of karma, became
the example and became karmateet. And so it is easy to follow that corporeal life, is it not?
This is the lesson to learn: follow the Father. Whether you have questions about the body,
questions about relationships, or questions about wealth, the answer to all these questions
can be seen in the life of Brahma Baba. Scientists today want answers from their computers
to every question, because they think that the computer is even more accurate than the
intellect of human beings. They think that that which has been created is more accurate
than the ones who have created it. But for those of silence, the life of Brahma is an accurate
computer. And so, instead of asking the questions how or why, look at the life of the
'Computer'. Then how, why and what will change so that, instead of there being questions in
the mind, the consciousness will be satisfied and content. Questions mean that there is
upheaval in the intellect. This is why the very sign of a question is crooked. When you write a
question with a question mark, it is crooked, is it not? But contentment means a dot. Is there
anything crooked about a dot? It is the same in all directions. Look at a dot from any
direction and it will seem simple; it will appear the same from any direction. Look at it the
right way or even the wrong way up. And so a consciousness, which is content, that is, a
consciousness which is stable, is one in which you follow the One Father. And so what is the
essence? Follow Brahma the father in the corporeal form or follow Brahma the father in the
subtle form. Whether you follow Brahma Baba or whether you follow Shiv Baba, the words
are the same: follow the Father.
19/12/85
On this special day tie a special bracelet: We will not waste the powers of time and thoughts
in limited things; as instruments for an extensive task, we must co-operate with the power
of the mind at every moment. Do not think, "The conference is taking place in Abu, whereas
we are sitting in such and such a country". No! You are also co-operators in this extensive
task; generate vibrations, create the atmosphere. When, through the power of science, you
can send rockets from one country to another can you not, on the basis of the power of
silence, co-operate with Abu by sending pure feelings and feelings of benefit through the
mind? Some will be instruments in the corporeal form, some will be instruments through
speech, some will be instruments through action, and some will be instruments through the
mind. Has every Brahmin soul, whether the task lasts for five days or for six days, tied the
bracelet of service for at least that period? I, the soul, must become an instrument and bring
success. Each one should consider themselves responsible. Do not take this to mean that

you should be given the chance to give lectures. Do not consider this, as responsibility. Do
not think responsibility means to receive a special duty. Whatever the duty, wherever you
are, far away or on this stage, think, "I must be co-operative". This is what is meant by
spreading the wave of spirituality of service throughout the world. Are you co-operative in
such a way that waves of happiness, hope and enthusiasm are spread all around? You will
reveal newness during the conference, will you not? During the Golden Jubilee spread the
wave of happiness that the golden age is about to come. Create hope for an elevated future
in souls who are fearful:
30/12/85
Whenever effort is made with love the fruit that emerges is always very good. This is the
speciality of co-operation between all. No matter what the situation, unity comes first: you
need a gathering of love. Through that, success will be seen in a visible form.
Unity can produce fruit even on stony ground. Scientists are also attempting to produce fruit
from sandy soil. What can the power of silence not do?
Everyone has met and planned a very good programme for peace. At the very least it will
provide the practise in being in silence for short periods. If someone is able to experience
silence for even one minute in the correct way, that experience will pull them again and
again.. Everyone wants peace but they don't know the method and cannot find the right
company. When such souls who love peace experience peace, then they are automatically
and continually attracted by it. At each place there are very elevated souls who have become
instrumental for this special task. So, to show a wonder is no big thing. The special method
of spreading the sound is through the special souls of today. To whatever extent a special
soul is in contact, innumerable other souls receive benefit.
04/03/86
BapDada was seeing the stage of sweet silence in the children. To what extent is there the
practice of becoming stable in the state of silence in a second? Can you stabilise yourself in
this state whenever you want or does it take you time? Your eternal form is of sweet silence.
Your original form is of coming into sound but your eternal, imperishable sanskars are of
silence. So, knowing your eternal form and eternal personality, are you able to stabilise
yourself in that whenever you wish? Eighty-four births are taken to come into sound, which
is why there is greater practice of coming into sound, but your eternal form is of silence and,
in any case, at this time, because the cycle is finishing, you have to return to your home of
silence. Now the time to return home is close. Now it is time to close your role of the three
aspects of time - the beginning, middle and end - so stablise yourself in your eternal state
and eternal form. This is why there is a greater need for this practice. Check yourself and see
if you have conquered the senses. If you do not want to come into sound, does making a
sound through the mouth pull you towards itself? This is what is called spiritual drill.

Just as, nowadays, the prevention of all illness of the body is by learning exercise so, too,
there is a need at present for the practice of spiritual exercise to make the soul powerful. No
matter what atmosphere there is all around - there may be disturbance - while living in
sound, you now need the practice, Lover a long period of time, of going into a stage beyond
sound. -To become peaceful in an atmosphere of peace is not a big thing. You need the
practice of being peaceful in the midst of peacelessness. Are you familiar with this practice?
Whether there is disturbance because of your weaknesses, or disturbance because of waste
thoughts from your sanskars, are you able to make yourself immovable at such a time of
disturbance, or does it take time? If it takes time, that situation may deceive you.
At the end you will not have a lot of time. The results of the paper will emerge within a
matter of a few seconds, or minutes, but your number will be fixed by your ability to remain
immovable when there is an atmosphere of disturbance everywhere. If, over a long period of
time, your practice of becoming immovable in a situation of disturbance takes time, what
will your result be at the end? This is why you must practise doing spiritual exercise. You
should be able to stabilise your mind anywhere, at any time, in any state, for any length of
time you wish. The final paper is extremely easy and you have been warned in advance that
you will be tested in this way. But the number will be received in a very short space of time.
The stage should be so powerful that although the body, bodily relations, bodily sanskars,
individuals or wealth, vibrations and atmosphere may all be present, nothing can attract
you. This is what is called, 'Nashtamoha, smriti swaroop' (the one who has destroyed all
attachment and is the embodiment of consciousness). Do you have this practice? While
people scream you remain immovable. At the end, the elements and Maya will all come to
stake their claim. No matter how much they will pull towards themselves you should remain
absorbed with love, in the stage of being detached and beloved of the Father. This is what is
called seeing and not seeing, hearing and not hearing. Let there be such practice. This is the
stage which is called 'being the form of sweet silence'. Still, BapDada is granting you time. If
you still have some defects you can still fill them in. Because what you have heard is the
account over a long period of time, but you still have a small chance and so pay full attention
to this practice. The question of whether you pass with honour or just pass depends on this
practice. Do you practice this? Will you be ready when the bell of time rings? Or do you still
think you have made yourself ready? It is because of this practice that the rosary of eight
jewels is particularly small. It is a question of a very short space of time. Just as you people
say that everyone has the right to claim mukti and jeevanmukti in a second so, too, at the
end, the time in which to fix your number is also very short. There should not be the
slightest fluctuation. Simply say 'dot', and at that very instant become fixed in that stage.
The dot should not waver. It should not be that, at that moment, you start thinking, 'I am a
soul, I am a soul...', that will not do because, as you have already heard, the war will be
taking place in every direction. Everyone and everything will have a final 'trial' as you also

reach your final stage of having settled all karmic bondages. The scene will be of a very
powerful battle on both sides (i.e. internally and externally). That (Maya and the elements)
will apply full force and this (your effort to be complete) will also be given full force. The
victory within a second will be the victory that will beat the drums of victory. Now, do you
understand what your last paper will be? Everyone has and must maintain the positive
thought that you are to become number one. Only when you win everywhere in everything
will you become number one. If you have the slightest waste thought, or waste time, in
even a single matter, your number will be reduced. This is why you must check everything
and check in all four directions. The double-foreigners want to move forward with intense
speed in everything, don't they? This is why you must pay full attention to this, that is, make
intense efforts at this practice from this moment onwards. Understand? Now you know the
question as well as the time allowed for it, so you should all pass. If a question is known in
advance you can make preparations for it and then pass. You are all going to pass, are you
not?
16/03/86
Since the power of science is able to finish someone’s pain and suffering for a short time, then, can
the power of purity, that is, the power of silence, not finish pain and suffering? The medicine of
science has temporary power, but how much power does the power of purity and the blessings of
purity have? According to the time, when people nowadays become tired of medicine due to one
reason or another, and when their illnesses go into the extreme, then, at such a time, they will come
to you pure deity souls to receive blessings: Take us away from sorrow and peacelessness for all time.
The vision and attitude of purity is not an ordinary power. This powerful drishti and attitude of a
short time will enable you to attain something for all time. Physical doctors and physical hospitals
are now increasing from time to time, but, in spite of that, doctors don’t have any time nor is there
any space in the hospitals. There is always a queue of those who are ill. As you progress further,
they won’t be able to go to the hospitals or doctors for any medicine even if they want to. The
majority will become disheartened. Then what will they do? Where will they go when they have
become disheartened with medicine? There will be queues in front of you people. Just as they now
continue to ask for mercy or blessings in front of the non-living images of you and the Father, saying,
“O merciful One, have mercy!”, in the same way, they will come to ask you living, pure, worthy-ofworship souls ,”O pure deities, pure goddesses, have mercy for us!” Nowadays, so many people
continue to wander around to those who have temporary occult powers for a cure or for the mercy of
happiness or peace. They believe that if that one’s drishti falls on them even from a distance…
However, you will have become embodiments of success through the Godly method. Where will
they go when the temporary supports have finished?

14/11/87
Today, the Almighty Authority, BapDada, is looking at His Shakti Army. This spiritual Shakti Army is a
unique army. It is called the spiritual army, but it has especially the power of silence and it is a nonviolent army that gives peace. So, today, BapDada was looking at every child who is a bestower of
peace: to what extent each one has accumulated the power of silence. This power of silence is the
special weapon of the spiritual army. All of you are those who hold this weapon, but you are

numberwise. The power of silence will make the whole world peaceful from peaceless. It will
transform not only human souls, but it will also transform the elements of nature. The power of
silence now has to be known and experienced in an even deeper way. The more powerful you
become with this power, the more you will continue to experience the importance and greatness of
the power of silence. At present, you are experiencing through the power of words and the power of
the facilities of service, and through this experience, you are achieving success. However, the power
of silence is very much greater than the power of words and the physical facilities of service. The
means of the power of silence is also elevated. Just as you use pictures, projectors and videos as a
means of service through words, in the same way, the means of the power of silence are pure
thoughts, good wishes and the language of the eyes. Just as you give the introduction of the Father
and the creation through the language of words, in the same way, on the basis of the power of
silence and with the language of the eyes you can give an experience of the Father. Just as you show
images through the projector, in the same way, you can clearly show the sparkling image of yourself
and the Father in the centre of your forehead. Just as, at present, you give people an experience of
the pilgrimage of remembrance through words, in the same way, with the power of silence, your face
will automatically give the experience of the different stages of remembrance. Those who have that
experience will easily feel that, at that time, they are experiencing the seed stage or that they are
experiencing the angelic stage, or they will automatically experience various virtues through your
powerful face.

Just as through words you enable souls to have feelings of love and co-operation, in the same way,
when you yourself have good wishes and are stable in the stage of love, then whatever your feelings
are, you will enable those same feelings to arise in them. Your good wishes will ignite their feelings.
Just as a lamp ignites a lamp, in the same way, your powerful good wishes will easily make the most
elevated feelings arise in others. Just as you now carry out all the physical tasks through words, in
the same way, you can just as easily carry out and enable others to carry out any physical task with
the elevated method of the power of silence, that is, with the power of pure thoughts. Just as the
facilities of the power of science are the telephone and wireless, in the same way, these pure
thoughts will give you the experience of speaking directly, face to face, or like having a task carried
out through the telephone or the wireless. These are the specialities of the power of silence. The
power of silence is no less. However, because you use the power of words and physical facilities a lot
more, you find that easy. You haven’t yet experimented with the methods of the power of silence
and this is why you haven’t got that experience. You find the other way easy and this one difficult.
However, according to the transformation of time, you will definitely have to use the methods of the
power of silence.

Therefore, o elevated souls, bestowers of peace, gain experience of the power of silence. Just as by
practising with words, you have become powerful in words, in the same way, continue to become
more practised in the power of silence. As you progress further, you won’t have time to serve
through words or physical facilities. At such a time the methods of the power of silence will be
necessary because that which is greatly powerful will also be extremely subtle. So, pure thoughts
are more subtle than words and this is why the impact of the subtle will be powerful. Even now you

are experienced in that where the power of words cannot carry out a task, you say: This one will not
understand through words, he will only be transformed through pure feelings. Where words cannot
make a task successful, the experience of mercy and love through the means of the power of silence
- pure thoughts, good wishes and the language of the eyes - can accomplish a task. Even now, when
someone who debates a lot comes, through words he would debate even more. Therefore, you
make that one sit in remembrance and give him the experience of the power of silence, do you not?
If he then experiences peace for even a second through remembrance, he himself will surrender his
debating intellect in front of the experience of silence. So, continue to increase the experience of the
power of silence. As yet, there is very little experience of this power of silence. The majority of you
have only experienced as little as a drop of the sweetness of the power of silence. O bestowers of
peace, your devotees ask your non-living images for peace more than anything else because
happiness is merged in peace. They only experience that for a short time. So, BapDada was seeing
how many souls have the experience of the power of silence, how many souls speak about it and
how many souls experiment with it. For this, there is a need to become introverted and to stay in
solitude. It is easy to come into extroversion. However, according to the time now, a lot of practice
of being introverted is required. Some children say that they don’t have time to be in solitude, that
they don’t have time to experience the stage of introversion, because the activities of service and of
the power of words have increased a lot. However, there is no need to find half an hour or an hour
at a time for this. While in the midst of the activities of service, you can find that much time in
between in which you can experience being in solitude.

To be in solitude means to stabilise yourself in any one powerful stage. You can become stable in the
seed stage, become stable in the stage of a lighthouse or a might-house, that is, you can become
stable in the stage of being one who gives light and might to the world. Through the angelic stage,
give others the experience of the avyakt stage. If you concentrate on this stage for even one second
or one minute, then having this stage for even one minute can give you and others a lot of benefit.
You just need to practise this. Now, who is there who would not have time for even a minute? When
the system of traffic control started, some used to think: How is this possible? The activity of service
is very big and you remain busy. However, since you kept the aim, it has become possible. That
programme is continuing, is it not? Do you have this programme of traffic control at the centres or
do you sometimes miss traffic control it and sometimes have it? This too is a system of the Brahmin
clan; it is a discipline. Just as you consider other disciplines to be essential, in the same way, this too
is necessary for progress of the self, for success in service and for the atmosphere of the centre. So,
by keeping the aim of having the practice of being introverted and in solitude, with that deep love
from your heart, find time to do this from time to time. Those who know the importance of this will
automatically find time. If there isn’t that importance given to it, you won’t find that time. To
stabilise your mind and intellect in a powerful stage is to be in solitude. You saw sakar Brahma Baba:
the sign of coming close to perfection was that, while in service, while listening to news, he used to
go into solitude. You experienced this, did you not? He would understand the news of one hour in
its essence in five minutes and would make the children happy and also give them the experience of
his stage of introversion and solitude. The sign of perfection is that he experienced the stage of
introversion and solitude while walking and moving around and while listening and doing things. So,
are you not able to follow the father? Does anyone have greater responsibility than that which
Father Brahma had? Father Brahma never said that he was too busy, but he became an example in

front of the children. Now, according to the time, there is a need for this practice. While having all
facilities of service, there will be a need to serve through the power of silence because the power of
silence is a power that gives an experience. Mostly, with the power of words, the arrow only hits as
far as the head, whereas the arrow of experience reaches the heart. So, according to the time, there
will be the cry: Give us an experience for just a second. Those who are tired of listening and speaking
will come. With the methods of the power of silence, you will be able to take them beyond with a
glance. With your pure thoughts, you will be able to end the waste thoughts of souls. With your
pure feelings, you will enable their feelings of love for the Father to emerge. Only when you make
those souls content with the power of silence will they sing praise in front of you souls who are the
living bestowers of peace, “O bestower of peace, o bestower of peace.” Then, by carrying this last
sanskar with themselves, they will become devotee souls in the copper age and sing this praise in
front of your non-living images. Baba will tell you at some other time about the importance of traffic
control and also how necessary it is. However, know the power of silence for yourself and use it for
service. Do you understand?
18/11/87
Just as the power of science is able to take you beyond the pull of the earth's gravity, in the same
way, the power of silence takes you far beyond these limited attractions. This is known as the
complete and perfect stage equal to that of the Father. So, have you practised such a stage? The
physical organs are very gross and it is still easy to become a conqueror of the physical organs.
However, it requires subtle practice to become victorious over the subtle powers of the mind,
intellect and sanskars. To be able to make any thought or sanskar emerge at the time you want, is
known as being victorious over the subtle powers, that is, it is the stage of a Raj Rishi. Just as you
order your physical organs to do this and not to do that - "Put your hand down", "Raise your hand",
and so it goes up - in the same way, your thoughts, sanskars and the power of deciding, which means
the intellect, should work according to your orders. When the soul, that is, the king, orders the
mind, that is, the power of thought, to instantly become stable and concentrated, to become stable
in just the one thought, then for the order of the king to be obeyed in that way at that moment is the
sign of being one who has a right to the kingdom. It should not be that your mind obeys this order
after practising it for 3 to 4 minutes. Or, instead of becoming stable and concentrated, it first of all
goes into upheaval and then becomes stable. What would you call that? Would you say that this is
someone who has a right? So, check in this way, because you have already been told in advance that,
at the time of the final result, at the final time, there will be just one question of just one second. If
you don't have the practice of having a right over these subtle powers now, that is, if your mind
obeys the orders of you, the king, after three moments, instead of just one moment, would you be
called one who has a right to the kingdom? Or, would you pass the final paper of just one second?
How many marks would you receive?
27/11/87
The facilities of science have become the instruments to give souls an experience of a close
relationship: your voice reaches them, your message reaches them; it reaches them from afar. If the
power of science can give the fruit of closeness for a temporary period, then can't your power of
silence, the power of your pure feelings, give souls the fruit from afar? The basis of this is the
accumulation of the power of peace within you. The power of silence can give this alokik experience.

As you go further, you will continue to experience this instant result.
27/11/89

So the sign of a divine intellect is divinity in every task. So do you have this experience or do
you sometimes become ordinary? Souls who have attained a divine intellect constantly
make that which is not divine, divine. It is remembered that when the "paras" stone
touches iron, the iron changes into "paras" (. A divine intellect means a "paras" intellect.
Have you become like this? An intellect imbibes every thing whereas a divine intellect
would only imbibe divinity. Can you bring about such transformation? Can you make that
which is not divine, divine or, will there be the influence of that which is not divine? If
something "undivine" were to happen, if an "undivine" act were performed, would you be
influenced by that? With the blessing of a divine intellect, with the power of
transformation, you can change that which is not divine into something divine. An
"undivine" atmosphere or "undivine" words or actions cannot affect a divine intellect. Only
those who have such a stage are called those who have a divine intellect and those who are
the embodiment of blessings. Just as you have waterproof things or fireproof things, just as
science is able to make things waterproof or fireproof, so can the power of silence not bring
about transformation? Can it not make something proof? To have the knowledge that this is
a divine intellect whereas that is not a divine intellect is a different matter; to be influenced
by it is something else. Is the power of divinity elevated or the power of that which is not
divine elevated? So divinity should influence that which is not divine. So now use the
blessing of a divine intellect for a task. Do you know how to use it or do you sometimes
forget? You have been forgetting for half a kalpa, now become free from forgetting.
12/11/92
Why do the words, "To the extent that....., and so accordingly...." emerge? You say that the
mother of peace and happiness is purity. This is what you tell others, is it not? So, when you
don't experience so much supersensuous joy and sweet silence, the reason is that the
foundation of purity is weak. You were also told earlier that purity does not just mean a vow
of celibacy. This vow is elevated because the great souls of today do not just consider this
vow of celibacy to be difficult, but they consider it to be impossible. So, you have made the
impossible possible with your determined thought, and you have observed this easily, and
therefore, to take this vow is not a small thing. BapDada gives blessings from the heart as
well as congratulations to those who have observed this vow. However, BapDada wishes to
see each Brahmin child complete and perfect.
23/12/93
BapDada also gave you a signal earlier, that now you have become gyani-yogi souls, you now have to
become the experimenting souls who experiment with the powers of gyan and yoga. You can see the
experiments of the power of science, so what is the main basis of the experiments of the power of
science? Whatever instruments science has given by experimentation, what is the basis of all those

instruments? What is the basis of the experiments of science? If you examine it carefully, the
majority of them is light. It is through light that they experiment. This is what you have seen, is it
not? When a computer is working, on what basis is it working? The computer is the might, but what
is the basis of it? It is light, is it not? So, what is the basis of your power of silence? It is light, is it
not? So, when through the element of light, with one light, they are able to experiment in many
different ways and put things into a practical form, then with the imperishable Godly light, and your
light of the soul and your practical stage of lightness, what can you not experiment with? You have
the stage of being light and your original form is also of light. So, when any of you wish to
experiment, then check your main basis. Anyone, who uses the tools of science, will first of all check
whether it has light or not. In the same way, when you experiment with yoga, the powers and the
virtues, then first of all check whether there is the main basis, that is, whether there is the power of
the soul, the Godly power and the stage of lightness. When there is the double-light of the stage and
form, you will very easily be able to attain success in your experiments. And, in order to make this
practice powerful, first of all, experiment on yourself and then see. Every month or every fortnight,
experiment on yourself with one special virtue or one special power. Within a gathering, or in
connection and relationship with others, test-papers will come. However, first of all, check in your
experiments on yourself, in whatever test-paper comes, to what extent you receive success in the
aim you keep of experimenting with any virtue or power. And, in how much time do you receive
success? The experiments of science are, day by day, moving forward in making you experience the
practical form in a short time; they are taking less and less time. They receive a great deal of success
in a little time. This is also the aim of the scientists. In this way, whatever aim you keep, also check
the time and check the success. When you are successful in experimenting on yourself, then it will
become easy to experiment on other souls. And, when you experience success for the self, then the
zeal and enthusiasm in your heart for experimenting on others will automatically increase. Because
of experimenting with the self, when you are in connection and relationship with others, there will
automatically be an influence of your experiments on those souls.
01/02/94
What will you do this year? You say that this is the last meeting of this year, but the end reminds you
of the beginning a great deal. The beginning reminds you of the middle, but what does the end
remind you of? That of the beginning. So, it is not the end, but the beginning. It is the beginning of
flying with a fast speed. The original form is the form of the soul, and so what is the speed of the
original form? It is such a fast speed! It is fast, is it not? It is even faster than the fast speed of the
various instruments of science of today. However, the speed of the instruments of science, is after
all, based on science. With science, you are able to cut speed and also pick-up speed. However, no
one, as yet, has been able to catch the speed of the soul, nor will anyone ever be able to do this. It is
in this that science considers itself to have failed. Where science has failed, you can do whatever you
want with the power of silence. So, now let the flying of the soul with a fast speed begin. Whether
in transforming the self, in transforming the attitude of anyone, in transforming the atmosphere, or
in transforming your relations and connections, now have a fast speed. The sign of a fast speed is
that as soon as you think about something it happens
14/04/94

When it becomes your natural stage to see, to listen to and to think of any person or
any matter with a positive attitude, what will your stage be like? Nowadays, through

science, they have such facilities through which they are able to give rough things a
very beautiful appearance. Have you seen this? They change one thing into
something completely different. So can your attitude not bring about such
transformation? Something may come up in a negative form, but with a positive
attitude you change the negative into positive. When you come into fluctuation, the
reason is because of listening to, thinking of, speaking of, or doing something
negative. Do not think, speak, listen to or do anything negative. Can the power of
silence not change something negative into positive? Your mind and intellect should
become such that they do not touch anything negative. There should be
transformation in a second. Can you experience such a fast speed? The mind and
the intellect should become such fast weapons. Can they become this, or will it take
time? Or, when something negative comes up, will you say, "Let me think about it a
little, let me see what it is."? When transformation takes place quickly, it is known as
the pleasure and enjoyment of Brahmin life. If you want to live, live with enjoyment.
To live a life with a lot of thinking is not living. You tell other people what Raja Yoga
is; that it is the art of living. Do you tell this to everyone? So, who are all of you?
You are the Raja Yogis, are you not? You are the ones with this life, are you not?
Or, are you the ones who simply tell others about it? Since Raja Yoga is the art of
living, what is the art of the Raja Yogis? It is this, is it not? Therefore, to celebrate a
festival means to stay in pleasure. The mind is in pleasure, the body is in pleasure,
the relationships and contacts are in pleasure.
26/02/95
All of you have come from far away with a lot of love. BapDada is seeing the foreign lands
also. Although the time is different, all of you are giving time with a lot of love. It's working.
(The murli is being heard through the satellite in 200 places.) This is also a fast speed. The
sound from here is being heard in 200 places abroad. The speed of sound is very fast. This is
also an invention. So, can you not make the power of silence work with a fast speed?
Science has made the sound of Bharat reach the foreign lands, and yet you are not able to
make the pure feelings of your heart reach other souls. Can you make it reach them?
Otherwise, science will progress further and the power of silence will be a little less visible.
Therefore, now reveal the power of silence. All of you have this. There isn't a single
Brahmin soul who can say that he doesn’t have the power of silence. All of you have this.
How many Brahmins are there? What can the subtle power of Brahmins not achieve? Do all
of you have the power of silence? Now, for one minute, all of you should make your power
of silence emerge. Become absolutely silent! Make this silence emerge through your mind
and through your body. Achcha. (BapDada conducted drill.)
28/11/97
BapDada meeting all Dadis:
Has the season now ended completely free from obstacles? Just as the sound from your lips
travels very far through the instrument of science whilst sitting at a distance, so too,
BapDada now wants the sound of the mind, the sound of the thoughts of you special
instrument souls to travel just as far. In the beginning, many of you were awakened by being
given visions or receiving signals. Whatever happened in the beginning has to happen at the

end. When this establishment first began, you received visions through Brahma Baba, but
this is now the time of the practical part of the Shaktis. Brahma Baba and Shiv Baba are
incognito and are the backbone; the Shaktis now have to perform that on the stage. So, the
Shaktis are very much the specially loved souls. At that time it was just Brahma Baba alone
who did everything. Now, the power of your mind should be such that that sound reaches
others just as clearly as a sound made through your lips. The sound of your mind, that Baba
has come, should now gradually reach others. If they even receive just this message, at least
they will start to look for Him. Then, they will automatically come to you. This service of the
power of the mind has to take place now. The sound will reach the world, some through the
power of science and some through the power of silence. The souls who hear the sound of
the mind will come closer than those who hear the sound of the lips; they will be
numberwise. Therefore, there should now be more attention paid to the speciality of the
power of silence; what the power of silence is, what it can achieve and what is possible,
because now there is very little time and the service of enabling all souls of the world to
receive the message has yet to be accomplished. This is why BapDada said that He is going
to tell you something, because, after all, you are the instruments to spread the wave into the
atmosphere. You are this, are you not? So now, spread this wave. All of you have to cooperate. The sound of the mind can achieve a lot more than any sound through lips. So
now, create a group of those who are interested in this task and who will continue to
rehearse this. In the beginning, you practised remembrance and created new plans for
service. A lot of growth took place through this. So, the first creation was directly through
the mouth, then there was the creation through Brahma through the power of thought. This
now has to be accomplished through you Shaktis. This has been remembered as the arrows
being shot by the Shaktis. So, these arrows of your thoughts should reach souls just as
clearly, as though someone were calling and telling them something. Some are constantly
disturbed by their dreams until they accomplish a particular task. That dream keeps them
awake. Those with occult powers also accomplish what they want through their powers.
However, this sound should now spread through the method of yoga. Create such plans of
service. You celebrated this year of ceremonies. That has now ended. Now create such a
wave that service can take place very fast. You have done a lot of fast service through words
and you have already received its results. There now has to be some newness. Do you
understand? Who will claim a number in this?
30/03/98
BapDada says: all of you have given the elements of nature the task of cleaning up
everything. You have given nature long brooms so that they can clean up everything.
Therefore, why are you afraid? Nature will cleanse everything according to your orders, and
so why are you afraid? You are the ones who have issued this order. So, become
unshakeable and immovable and make your mind and intellect completely powerful.
Stabilise yourself in the unshakeable and immovable stage. Continue to watch the game of

nature. Don’t be afraid! You are alokik, not ordinary. It is ordinary people that fluctuate and
become afraid. You, the unique master almighty authority souls, should just watch the
drama and remain busy in your task of world benefit. If you don’t keep your mind and
intellect busy, then you do become afraid. If you make your mind and intellect a lighthouse
and remain busy in the task of spreading that light, then you busy souls would never have
the time to be afraid. By remaining a detached observer, if there is any upheaval, your
intellect would constantly be kept clear. Don’t keep your intellect busy or full of such
questions as “What?” or “Why?”. Keep it clear! Simply one Baba and I. Then, according to
the time, even if the post, telephones, T.V. or any other means of communication don’t work,
you will be able to clearly catch BapDada’s directions. Don't ever make the instruments of
science your support. Use these instruments, but don’t make your life rely on them.
Sometimes, even though you have various facilities of science, you’re unable to use them.
This is why wherever you are, no matter how adverse the situation you are in is, your means
of clear and quick communication will be your power of silence. However, you must keep
the line of your intellect clear. Do you understand? You are invoking the golden age to come
soon, are you not? There has to be this cleanliness in the golden age. So nature will cleanse
everything very well for you.
There is upheaval everywhere. All the elements of nature are creating a great deal of
upheaval everywhere. Not a single place is free from upheaval. People are in upheaval, and
so is nature. When there is upheaval everywhere in this world, what will you do? What will
be your means of safety at such a time? Are you able to remove yourself from upheaval
within a second and make yourself videhi (bodiless), ashariri (bodiless), soul conscious and
unshakeable? Or will it take you some time to become this? What will happen? Try this
now! Are you able to stabilise your mind and intellect when and where you want? (Baba
conducted drill.) This is known as sadhana (spiritual endeavour).
13/02/99

Scientists have very good experiences. Just as day by day science is becoming more and
more subtle and refined, you are just as experienced in silence as you are in science. You
must tell your equals the importance of silence. Benefit them also. Do you know how to
benefit them? Silence is also a science. Give them the recognition of the science of silence.
Show them what happens through the science of silence and they will be able to refine
science a lot more, because science will also be very useful in your new world. However, it
will be in a refined form. Although the scientific inventions of today are useful, they can also
be harmful. In the new world, because science will be refined, there will be no name or
trace of anything harmful. Give the knowledge of silence to the great scientists and they will
then become helpers to do everything in the new world with refined science.
30/11/99
BapDada had also sent you a signal earlier to tell you that the greatest treasure that you

have, the treasure that enables you to create your future as well as the present, is your
treasure of elevated thoughts. The thought power that you children have is a great power.
It is the power of elevated thoughts. Everyone has thoughts, but it is only you who have the
power of elevated thoughts, the power of good wishes and pure feelings, the power that
enables you to concentrate your mind and intellect. The more you continue to accumulate
your thought power, the more you will progress. You must not waste this power. The main
way in which you waste this power is through having waste thoughts. BapDada has seen
that, even now, the majority of you are still having waste thoughts throughout the day.
Those who use their physical wealth economically always have plenty. Those who waste
their wealth are deceived at some time or another. Similarly, your pure elevated thoughts
have so much power that you are able to increase your catching power and your power to
catch vibrations. Just as the instruments of science, the wireless, the telephone, etc. do
their work, in the same way, when you have the treasure of pure thoughts, then even
though you may be sitting in London, you are able to catch very clearly the vibrations of
souls just as clearly as you would be able to do through the wireless, the telephone or the TV
etc. So many of these facilities have been invented, but your catching power will be much
clearer than any of them. This will also increase with your power of concentration. All of
those supports are coming to an end. On what basis do all of those instruments function?
On the basis of light (electricity). All the physical facilities of comfort are based on light. So
can your spiritual power, your soul power, not do this task? You should be able to catch
whatever vibrations you want from those who are near and far. Only when your mind and
intellect are both concentrated and stable will your catching power increase. You will have
many experiences. When your thoughts are selfless, pure and clear, you will have many
experiences very quickly. Science will bow down in front of your power of silence. Even
now, people think that that is something missing in science that needs to be fulfilled. This is
why BapDada is once again underlining for you that your thought power will enable you do
to fast service in your final stage. Therefore, pay greater attention to the power of your
thoughts. Save it and accumulate it. It will become very useful. You will be able to become
a soul who constantly experiments with the power of your thoughts. What is the
importance of science? It is only when scientists make scientific experiments that people
believe that they are doing something wonderful. Therefore, in order to experiment with
your power of silence, you need the power of concentration. The main basis of the power of
concentration is to have the power of control of your mind. It is with this that you increase
the power of your mind. The power of the mind is praised a great deal. Those with occult
power also show temporary miracles through the power of their mind. You too will show
benevolent miracles through the right method, not with occult power, which will become
blessings. This experiment with the power of thoughts, will be proved as a blessing for
souls. Therefore, first of all, see whether you have controlling power to control your mind.
Just as with science you are able to switch something on or off in a second, in the same way,
check whether you are able to control your mind for as long as you want in the way that you
want. You should be able to see yourself as an embodiment of success, both for yourself and

service. However, BapDada sees that, at present, you only pay ordinary attention to
increasing your account of thought power. You don’t pay as much attention to that power as
you should. You speak and act automatically on the basis of your thoughts. There will be no
need to make individual effort if you pay attention to this. You think, "Today, I will pay
attention to control my words. Today, I will pay attention to my drishti. Today, I will change
my attitude by paying attention to it." When your thought power is powerful, you
automatically control all of these things. You will then be saved from having to labour. So,
realise how important your thought power is.
15/12/99

You children are also still receiving the fruit of Brahma’s tapasya. The impact of his tapasya is
merged in the land of Madhuban. Those children are also with him; there was also the
tapasya of those children. However, one would still say that Brahma Baba was the
instrument. Brahmin children and even those who came to the tapaswi land of Madhuban
experienced that the atmosphere and the vibrations here made them into easy yogis. You
don’t have to make effort to have yoga here, because your yoga is easily connected. No
matter what type of souls come here, they definitely do experience something or another.
They may not understand knowledge but they definitely experience spiritual love and peace.
They definitely return home considering making some type of transformation. This impact is
of the tapasya of Brahma and the Brahmin children. Together with this, look at the way he
did service. He gave practical demonstrations to the children of how to do many different
types of service. You are now using all of those different methods much more. It is as
though you children are receiving the fruit of Brahma Baba’s renunciation, tapasya and
service. In the same way, all of you children have to spread an atmosphere of your
renunciation, tapasya and service into the world. Just as science is showing its impact in a
practical way, so too, the power of silence, which is the creator of science has to be revealed.
It is now the time to reveal practically the power of silence. The way to spread vibrations of
the power of silence very fast is the concentration of the mind and intellect. The practice of
concentration should now be increased. Only through your power of concentration can that
atmosphere be created. When there is upheaval, powerful vibrations cannot be created.

Today, BapDada saw that a lot more power of concentration is required. All of you children
should now have the determined thought to transform all the circumstances of sorrow of all
your brothers and sisters. This mercy for them should emerge in your heart. The power of
science is able to create such upheaval. Therefore, are all of you Brahmins, with your power
of silence, your feelings of mercy and your thoughts, not able to transform that upheaval?
Since you do have to do this, since it does have to happen, you must pay special attention to
this. As you are the children of the great-great-grandfather, everyone is part of the

branches of your genealogical tree, your family. You are the special deities of your devotees.
Do you have the intoxication of being their special deities? Your devotees are crying out for
you. Can you hear them? They are calling out, “Oh special deity!” However, you are just
listening to them, but not responding to them. Therefore, BapDada now tells you: "Oh
special deities of the devotees, now hear their call! Don't just listen to them, but give them
a response.” What response will you give them? You will respond by creating an
atmosphere of transformation. Because they aren't receiving any response from you, they
become careless. They cry out for you and then they become quiet.
18/01/2000
Whilst in the form of a point, you sometimes have to come into your corporeal body to act.
However, BapDada has seen that scientists have invented a robot that works by electricity.
You have heard about this, have you not? OK, you may not have seen it, but you have heard
about it, have you not? Have all of you heard about it? Have you mothers heard about this?
You will be shown a picture of this. A robot that does everything has been created that
works by electricity,. It does everything very fast on the basis of electricity. It is the practical
proof of science. Therefore, BapDada asks: Can you not perform actions with the power of
silence and the light of silence? Can you not do this? There are engineers and scientists
sitting here, are there not? Raise your hands! Stand up! You should also create the stage of
a spiritual robot which can also be called a spiritual karma yogi. An angelic karma yogi!
First, you have to become ready. You engineers and scientists have to experience this first.
Will you do this? Can you do this? Achcha, make such plans! BapDada wants to see such
mobile spiritual angelic karma yogis. Wake up at amrit vela, celebrate a meeting with
BapDada, have a heart-to-heart conversation and take blessings from Baba. Do whatever
you have to do! However, at amrit vela every morning, take from BapDada the blessing of
being an angelic karma yogi and then engage yourself in your activities.
16/12/2000
BapDada has seen, not heard, but seen that this time the double foreigners have had very
good experiences of silence. It is not possible to hear everyone's experience, but He has
heard everyone. You made the programmes with great zeal and enthusiasm. In future also,
when you go back, every now and again, continue to have these experiences of silence in
your own countries. Make whatever time you are able to for this, because silence also
influences the service you do. You have had very good programmes. BapDada is pleased.
Continue to increase them in the future. Continue to fly and make others fly.
20/02/2001
Achcha. The atmosphere here is very co-operative. Scientists can change the atmosphere with the
power of science. They can change heat into coolness. They create the atmosphere, do they not?
And in the cold they can create an atmosphere of warmth. The power of silence creates an

atmosphere of the awareness of spirituality. When you do service here, what is the awareness you
have? This is service of the yagya. The charity for the yagya is very great. When you do service in
this imperishable yagya your attitude becomes elevated. The atmosphere becomes elevated.
02/02/2007
According to the importance of the present time, and since you know that every step has
multimillions merged in it, you keep the awareness of increasing that in your intellect, but you
should also keep the awareness of losing that in your intellect. If you are creating multimillions at
every step, you are also losing multimillions in a step, are you not? So, now, the question of a minute
is over. You say for others that they should stay in a minute of silence, but for you people, it is now a
matter of a second. How long does it take to think “yes” or “no”? A second. So, such fast
transformation power is required. You understand that something is fine or not fine. Put a full-stop
to that which is not fine and make that which is fine practical. Now use the importance of the fullstop. You know about the three dots, do you not? However, use the dot (full stop) at the right time.
Scientists are doing everything quickly now and they are also using the power of transformation a lot
more. So, those with the power of silence, now keep the aim, that is, if you want to bring about
transformation – you are knowledge-ful, but now become powerful, in the speed of a second. “We
are doing it, it will happen, we will do it….”; no. Is it possible or is it difficult? Because, at the final
moment, it will be the paper of a second, not a minute. So, only if you have the practice of a second
over a long period of time will you be able to pass with honours in a second. You are Godly students,
you are studying the Godly study and so you definitely have to pass with honours. So what if you
claim pass marks? Pass with honours! What aim have you kept? Those of you who believe that you
have to pass with honours, raise your hands! Pass with honours! Underline the word honours!
Achcha. So, what will you now have to do? “A motor a minute” is common; it is now a matter of a
second.
15/12/2006
Now, all of you did yoga, and that is a sign of love. Now have even more intense yoga that Dadiji
comes to Madhuban. Just as they give that oxygen through the ventilator, your power of silence is
no less than the power of science. Have more yoga – powerful yoga. Look, through your yoga, the
doctors had a touching and so the method of treatment was changed. They are doing it gradually.
With the determined thoughts of all of you, another method will emerge. Is that OK? Have more
yoga, do not reduce the yoga.
17/03/07
You are the ones who are creating the new world on the basis of Godly sanskars. It is not a question
of making effort only at this time, but you must also experience at this time the reward of the effort.
Together with happiness, also check about peace. Peaceless circumstances, peaceless atmosphere,
and, in that too, you are children of the Ocean of Peace! You are always like lotus flowers. So, can
you not transform peacelessness into an atmosphere of peace? If the atmosphere is peaceful, and
you experience peace, that is not a big thing. However, your promise is that you are the ones who
transform peacelessness into peace.
31/03/2007

